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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
Graduate study motivation and preparation have been
principal goals of the Advanced Degrees Program in the
College of Home Economics at Kansas State University.
According to Hoeflin and Hoffman (1966), "All leaders in
the home economics profession are aware of the overwhelming
demands for additional personnel holding advanced degrees,
and that many home economics students who are potential
graduate students do not continue their education." Dean
Doretta Hoffman and Associate Dean Ruth Hoeflin started the
Master's Degree Project in the College of Home Economics
at Kansas State University in 1964 as an attempt to partially
fill the gap between the suddIv and demand for home econo-
mists with advanced degrees. The title of the orogram was
changed in 1973 to the Advanced Degrees Program to recognize
the growing need for home economists with doctorates as
well as master's degrees.
New faculty, additional facilities or resources,
or soecial courses were not needed to implement the program.
Students invited to join the Master's Degree Project (fore-
runner of the Advanced Degrees Program) were freshmen, who
had completed their first semester and had a 3.3 arade roint
-1-
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average. For sophomores, juniors, and seniors, grade point
averages required were 3.2, 3.1, and 3.0, respectively.
Later, this was changed to all students with a 3.0 grade
point average (on a 4.0=A scale) or better, the minimum
grade point average required for admission to graduate
school at Kansas State University. With the inception of
the Master's Degree Project, before students decided to
participate in the program, invitations were sent to eli-
gible students and their parents to attend a luncheon and
program for an explanation of the Advanced Degrees Program
and its goals. Each student was assigned a graduate fac-
ulty member for an adviser to plan undergraduate hours to
include the background needed in preparation for graduate
study. Because the college has increased in size, graduate
faculty no longer are assigned as advisers, but a list of
graduate faculty is posted, and students are encouraged to
initiate contact with a graduate faculty member in thier
area of interest. The project has grown from the initial
28 members to approximately 250 members each year.
Goals of the original program were to: (1) empha-
size electives to enrich the student's background for gradu-
ate study, (2) provide personal contact and counseling, (3)
encourage student members to attend another university
sometime during their undergraduate careers or for graduate
school, and (4) increase the number of home economists with
advanced dearees.
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The first objective of this study was to investigate
the degree to which the four goals of the original program
were accomplished. No previous study in the College of
Home Economics at Kansas State University has evaluated the
effectiveness and goal accomplishment of the Advanced Degrees
Program. Little research was found in the literature regard-
ing motivation for graduate study in home economics. Most
of the papers reviewed concerned college environments and
other factors affecting students and graduate study, and
the need for home economists with advanced degrees. Honors
programs and curriculums also were reviewed that stress
enrichment and honor academic achievement in undergraduate
work. The Advanced Degrees Program, like the honors pro-
grams, emphasizes enrichment and academic achievement but
also includes parents and members of the graduate faculty
to guide and encourage the prospective graduate student.
The second objective was to compare attitude changes,
goal accomplishments, and ideas for improvement of the pro-
gram based on student membership in 1964-1966 and in 1973.
Because the initial membership was 28 in 1964, members during
1965 and 1966 were included for an adeguate sample to repre-
sent the beginning of the project. Members during 1973 were
selected because the freshmen during that year recently were
graduated (1976), and would have had time to begin graduate
study or to join the work force. So, the assumption can
be made that the members have finished their undergraduate
-4-
careers, and have made some decisions regarding the future.
The Advanced Degrees Program is separate from the
Honors Program in the College of Home Economics at Kansas
State University, but some students may belong to both. The
Honors Program is not entirely an accelerated program, but
provides additional depth and challenge for the academically
capable home economics student. Opportunities available
to Honors Program members include: honors seminars, honors
advisers, the possibility of bypassing some elementary
courses and attending honors sections of certain courses
(Metzger, 1967). 3y belonging to the Advanced Degrees Pro-
gram and the Honors Program, the student has the benefit of
a more comprehensive undergraduate education and guidance
in planning honors experiences that enhance preparation for
graduate study.
CHAPTER II
REVIEW OF LITERATURE
No other program was found in the literature similar
in purpose and goals of the Advanced Degrees Program. Gen-
erally, influences and goals of the Advanced Degrees Program
were more like honors programs than honor societies or cur-
riculums. The first part of Chapter II pertains to the
definition of terms relative to the program. The remainder
of the chapter is divided into the three areas in which the
literature was categorized: (1) selected honors programs
relating to the Advanced Degrees Program, (2) college
environments and other factors affecting students and
graduate study, and (3) the need for personnel with advanced
degrees in home economics.
Definition of Terms
Attitude- An "attitude" may be defined as a mental or
emotional stance toward a fact or idea that may be
based on a frame of reference.
Attitude change- An "attitude change" may be a transfor-
mation, alteration, or variation of a mental or
emotional stance.
Goal- A "goal" may be an aim or end toward which effort
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is directed to achieve. According to Rethlingshafer
(1963), "Goals are learned by direct attainment of
a satisfactory event or by perceiving that some
events would be satisfactory.
"
Goal accomplishment- "Goal accomplishment" is the comoletion
or attainment of an aim or end.
?:otivation- ''Motivation" is defined, in the context of the
Advanced Degrees Program, as the external influence
or incentive encouraging action by prospective
graduate students to consider advanced study.
Graduate study- Any advanced study beyond a bachelor's degree.
Selected honors Programs delating
to the Advanced Degrees Program
Ascertaining from the literature, the Advanced
Degrees Program at Kansas State University is unique and
unprecedented because comparable programs, formal or
informal, were not found in a survey of previous research.
Honors programs and the Advanced Degrees °rogram were found
to have similar influences, affecting program quality. Lit-
erature reviewed in this section concerns influences oer-
taining to honors programs student members and faculty, and
how the influences were relevant to the Advanced Degrees
Programs
.
•\'olosin (1973) surveyed the Honors Division at
Indiana University and results showed the division was
not supported overwhelmingly by the faculty. Results also
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indicated a need for increased flexibility and individual-
ized instruction. Several conclusions were established by
Nolosin regarding influences concerning program quality,
including: (l) a lack of available information about the
Honors Division, (2) a dual set of expectations concerning
the function of honors courses, (3) a need for more challenge
to students and higher standards for the division, and (4)
a need for the Honors Division to be innovative.
The results of Wolosin's (1973) study are pertinent
to the Advanced Degrees Program. Variables modifying program
quality in the Honors Division possibly affect the Advanced
Degrees Program, in a different way, because of the different
educational focus of each prooram. Faculty support is
necessary if the Advanced Degrees Program is to fulfill its
aoals . Flexibility, individual student advising, admission
standards, ard innovation also are areas of concern for lii -
taining the Advanced Degrees Program quality. A reed to
define student and faculty expectations concerning the role
of craduate faculty advisers and a need for publicity are
important factors relating to program administration of the
Advanced Degrees Prooram.
According to Elmont (1974), increased educational
opportunities are needed for all students. Elmont used
small, informal, honors seminar nroups for discussio-
presentation of individual study projects, croup discussions
,
and auest lecturers. She believed more students should
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benefit from an informal atmosphere, and questioned the
presumption that an average student has nothing to offer
an honors seminar. Two goals of education, the development
of the individual and student involvement, are at least
partially attained in a seminar situation. Elmont believed
honors seminars established for all students would help
them reach their goals and potential through personal in-
volvement and commitment.
Program standards is the main point of Elmont*
s
(1974) paper. The decision to admit all interested students
to a program or limit participation through membership
requirements has merits for either criterion. The Advanced
Degrees Program has membership requirements to identify
potential graduate students. Dropping the requirements to
accommodate all interested students could be reviewed. Belong-
ing to the Advanced Degrees Program could motivate a student,
who could not have joined otherwise, to work toward graduate
study.
Additional effects of honors programs on colleges
and universities were observed by Austin (1975). Instead
of the 1960's theme of "access" to higher education, "quality"
of higher education has been the keynote of the 70' s.
Honors programs are a substantial step toward educational
quality. Austin maintained that an honors program is an
opportunity to help attract and keep quality faculty and
students of high caliber. This in turn would enhance the
public image of the institution, with the possibility of
attracting financial support for needed programs.
Because the Advanced Degrees Program does not include
courses or instruction like honors programs, the Advanced
Degrees Program likely would not have a major role in
attracting faculty and financial support for the College of
Home Economics. Prospective students considering majors
in home economics would be interested first in faculty and
curriculum, with the program appealing to those who also
are planning toward graduate school. The Advanced Degrees
Program would enhance the public image of the College of
Home Economics at Kansas State University because of its
innovative approach toward graduate study preparation during
undergraduate years.
Several factors influenced students' views in an
honors program reported by Baur (1970). The program was
arranged for the adviser to have a one-to-one relationship
with the honors student, a closer relationship than was
possible with non-honors students. Close adviser contact
had a positive effect on the honors students' opinions of
the advisers. Other factors in the program that were men-
tioned as having a positive effect were emphasis on personal
involvement and professors serving as role models. Under-
graduate research had little impact on the majority of
honors students, but for the few it did affect, it was imoor-
tant. Women were influenced more than men by undergraduate
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research. The term "conversion experience" was used to
describe the women's change in educational planning to
include graduate study.
As in Baur ' s study, close adviser contact and per-
sonal involvement of students and faculty would influence
positively student members of the Advanced Degrees Program.
Professors serving as role models and student contact with
undergraduate research are additional variables reported in
Baur's research which could enhance program guality of the
Advanced Degrees Program.
College Environments and Other Factors
Affecting Students and Graduate Study
The college environment and its effect on student
attitudes and output has been studied in depth, but limited
research was found concerning how the environment motivates
students to prepare for graduate study. Only one study
(McChesney, 1974) focused on variables influencing home
economics graduates to continue.
Research by McChesney (1974) was based on a survey
of a large number of female home economics graduates from
12 Land-Grant Institutions in northeast United States.
Participants were surveyed in 1967 and again in 1973.
Objectives of McChesney 's study were: (1) to determine
obstacles to undertaking graduate study, (2) to determine
what influences the pursuit of graduate study, (3) to iden-
tify factors of undergraduate programs affecting the
-11-
graduate program, (4) to ascertain socioeconomic status and
educational attainment of friends and relatives pertaining
to graduate study, and (5) to learn of career participation,
marital status, and status with children of the sample. Of
those surveyed in 1973, 46% of the sample began graduate study
immediately after graduation. For graduates not continuing,
nearly 25°S listed homemaking and family responsibilities as
the main reason for not pursuing further education. Although
the type or degree of undergraduate guidance was not investi-
gated, a significantly higher proportion of those involved
with or having completed graduate study experienced under-
graduate guidance than respondents postponing or not inter-
ested in graduate study. A very influential factor for stu-
dents taking further study was a need for a graduate degree
in their specialization. Approximately 30?£ and 94°^ of the
graduates involved with graduate studies, in 1967 and 1973
respectively, believed this condition influenced their de-
cision. Faculty influence also was important for those work-
ing toward advanced degrees. Long-term life plans to include
graduate study were significant (p<0.001) in 1967 and 1973.
Nearly 30?£ and 75% in 1967 and 1973, respectively, of the
respondents undertaking advanced studies had graduate sV
plans included in their life plans. Career ascirations were
important for the total ^amole. For graduates no: interested
in graduate study, aspirations were absent. Aspirations
present for graduates involved with araduate study. Other
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relevant variables studied by McChesney were: educational
level of relatives, contact with research and graduate
students at the underaraduate levelj experience of career-
related work as undergraduates, family influence and cooper-
ation, graduate programs available in geographic area, and
convenient hours and types of course offerings available.
Xearly 50° of the total group had contact with research as
undergraduates, whereas few had contact with graduate students.
A lack of finances was a major obstacle to overcome in plan-
ning advanced degree work. Many graduates who recently had
finished school wished to obtain practical work experience
before returning for araduate study. McChesney recognized
undergraduate guidance pertaining to araduate study and a
faculty member's influence toward graduate work had a posi-
tive effect on the decision to continue for an advanced
degree, so she suggested a formal or informal system of
guidance to encourage graduate study participation. Faculty
advisers, and related professionals were recommended to
assist such a program. McChesney * s study revealed factors
influencing home economics students to continue toward
graduate study without a program in existence similar to the
Advanced Degrees Program. Many of the factors mentioned
in the results will affect Advanced Degrees Program members'
motivation to pursue advanced study, in addition to belonging
to the program.
Two studies, Stobaugh (1972) and Thistlethwaite
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(1965), examined effects of the college environment on
student output and aspirations. Stobaugh (1972) surveyed
alumni from the classes of 1965 and 1966 from a small,
Christian liberal arts college. No general differences in
college experiences were noted between alumni who did or
did not attend graduate school, conflicting with McChesney's
(1974) results. Different experiences for different tyoes
of students, however, were provided by the college envi-
ronments. Stobaugh found students active socially before
and after graduation placed emphasis on liberal social
goals and attended the college because of its small size.
Students with conservative social goals participated in the
formal education process and attended the college because
they liked its Christian environment. Breakdown of the
total sample showed 74.4% of the males and 62.2% of the
females attended graduate school. The college environ-
ment has limited effect in changing the student according
to evidence from this study. Students who emphasized
different factors of the college environment sought dif-
ferent experiences during college and after graduation.
According to Stobaugh, these experiences probably reinforced
the students' existing beliefs and interests. Interpretinq
and applying Stobaugh' s results to the Advanced Degrees
Program, the program only would affect members with ex-
isting graduate study goals. This conclusion does not cover
Advanced Degrees Program members who were motivated first
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by the program and then included advanced study as part of
their goals.
Thistlethwaite (1965) based research on a four year
follow-up of approximately 2,000 students entering 140
colleges and universities in the Fall of 1959. Students'
motivational changes toward graduate training and variables
in college environments were studied to determine if a re-
lationship existed between the two. Motivation to seek
advanced study was developed in the early college years for
men and in later college years among women. All of the
subgroups (sex, major, and aptitude level) increased aspi-
rations for higher academic attainment with increased
exposure to higher education. Home economics was not sepa-
rated from other majors. Thistlethwaite established factors
favorable toward strengthening students' development to
seek advanced training. Some factors were: exposure to
excellent instructors or role models in the students' major;
a large number of peers aspiring toward graduate study;
positive evaluation of students' capabilities by major
field instructors; graduate-level courses, honors programs,
or participation in research projects as undergraduates;
and honors, awards, or social recognition for academic
achievement.
The results of Thistlethwaite 's (1965) study
conflicted with Stobaugh's (1972) conclusions concerning the
degree to which the college environment affects student
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motivation. This indicates the need for further research
into college environments and how they motivate students
to continue for graduate education. The factors established
by Thistlethwaite as favorable toward influencing students
to seek advanced study are relevant to the Advanced Degrees
Program. Most of the positive factors found by Thistlethwaite
are incorporated into the Advanced Degrees Program, except
graduate faculty members act as advisers rather than in-
structors.
The Report on Higher Education (1971) identified
major types of barriers to women in higher education. dela-
ting to the Advanced Degrees Program, ingrained cultural
assumptions and inhibitions by men and women alike toward
women's roles were found to be major barriers.
Other barriers were identified by the Carnegie
Commission on Higher Education Report (1973), which concerned
opportunities for women in graduate and professional schools.
Home economics was not separated from the various disciplines
studied, but was included in "professional fields." In
general, the attrition rate for women was higher than for
men. Little financial aid, marriage and childbear ing, and
choice of field where a master's degree was the terminal
degree were factors identified as contributing to the women's
attrition rate. The Carnegie Commission recommended that
positive attitudes by faculty members were needed toward
women pursuing graduate study and research.
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Additional factors affecting women's accessibility
to graduate education were outlined by Swope (1972). Barri-
ers that were listed included: fewer numbers of institutions
offering master's or doctorates than bachelor's degrees, dis-
tance from home, class schedules and course offerings, and the
choice between specialization in one area or in three-four
areas.
The Report on Higher Education (1971), the Carnegie
Commission on Higher Education Report (1973), and Swope
(1972) reviewed barriers which may affect women and graduate
study. Many of the factors outside the college environment
(family ties, finances, distance between home and school)
likely would take precedence over the Advanced Degrees
Program in determining graduate study plans. The Advanced
Degrees Program might influence changes in cultural
assumptions regarding the education of women through positive
faculty attitudes and advising with program members.
Feldman (1971) investigated the effect between
marital status and graduate study for both men and women.
Data showed combining career and homemaking roles appeared
to cause stress for many women. Female graduate students
usually were single and attending school part-time. Married
women largely were denied development of professionalization
and commitment through informal social interaction with
fellow graduate students, because of the priority of spouses'
friends. One conclusion of the study was a conflict existed
if a married woman were also a full-time graduate student.
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Feldman also stated that the conflict could be reduced
between marital and student roles if less emphasis were
placed on traditional sex roles.
Agreeing with Feldman's conclusions concerning marital
status and graduate study, US Dept. of HEW (Westervelt, 1974)
noted parental attitudes and expectations also were important,
even for married women, as were spouses' attitudes. Both
studies, Feldman (1971) and US Dept. of HEW (Westervelt,
1974), demonstrated a need for counseling married and single
female graduate students to help them surmount traditional
cultural roles and understand family attitudes and expec-
tations. The Advanced Degrees Program partially fills the
need by including parents and/or spouses of prospective
members to become acquainted with the program and its
purpose. Members may be helped to overcome traditional
cultural roles and barriers through counseling with their
graduate faculty advisers in the program.
Several studies (Little, 1958; Cross, 1968; Heist,
1962; and Marksberry, 1952) focused on the educational
attitudes and aspirations of women. Little (1953) surveyed
educational decisions of high school youth in Wisconsin and
found a majority of the sample believed a college education
was not as important for a woman as for a man. In a summary
of several research projects, Cross (1968) observed of the
college women studied, a majority believed marriage was
a more immediate goal than a career. Interest shifted from
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a career to home and family ties as the women progressed
through college. Related to Cross* (1968) findings, Heist
(1962) interviewed high caliber women from several colleges.
Only l-2°6 of the young women were committed to a discipline,
with marriage reported as the important goal. Earlier
research by Marksberry (1952) ranked role positions of
marriage, homemaking, and career patterns for five curricu-
lums at the University of Illinois. Results indicated
homemaking was an important role for home economics students
and that home economics students and alumni perhaps were
less career conscious than students in other curriculums,
although students in other curriculums also were oriented
tovrard marriage and family roles. Three of the researchers
(Little, 1958; Heist, 1962; and Marksberry, 1952) believed
the results of their studies were influenced partially by
social roles and patterns, concurring with Feldman's (1971)
conclusion. Little, Heist, and Marksberry also recommended
counseling programs be established to help female students
define their social roles. The Advanced Degrees Program
could help female students overcome cultural stereotypes
through the program's advisers, with the graduate faculty
advisers also serving as role models.
Related to social role expectations of college
women was the counseling they received. Conflict in
choosing a career or homemaker/mother role, or balancing
the two may result in slowing the development of either or
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both roles. Navin (1972) presented career planning and
counseling implications of college women confronted with
role and attitude conflicts. Generally, the college woman
must understand and accept educational and occupational
information and first see herself as a person, with social
roles being subordinate. Navin's counseling suggestions
pertain to the Advanced Degrees Program because of the
adviser's role in helping a program member tailor an edu-
cational plan to meet the member's individual needs.
Navin's (1972) comments focused on career counseling,
and the profiles of career-oriented women and home/family
oriented women. Her profile of career-oriented women
followed the profile of female honors students described
by Palmer and Wohl (1972) and the profile of graduates with
advanced degrees in home economics research by Skipper
(1970). Palmer and Wohl (1972) surveyed subjects in honors
classes and developed a profile of female participants in
honors programs. The participants admitted "high achieve-
ment needs and a preference for unconventional, independent
behavior." They were "open to experiences and avoided
long-range attachments." Related to Palmer and Wohl ' s study,
Skipper (1970) surveyed graduates with advanced home eco-
nomics degrees from Florida State University 1947-1969.
Several characteristics were outlined concerning the
"typical" graduate. Some reasons why many graduates pursued
advanced study included: the need to meet "sel f-goals ,
"
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to increase capability, or to prepare for a better job.
From the studies cited so far, high-ability, college-
educated, career-oriented women appear to be interested in
advancing professionally, and are motivated to succeed al-
though cultural values may impede their growth. Advanced
study and career counseling are two options available to
assist college women in developing their capabilities.
The Advanced Degrees Program combines encouragement and
preparation for advanced study, as one option, partially fil-
ling the need for aiding high-caliber home economics students
in extending their abilities.
The Need for Personnel with
Advanced Degrees in Home Economics
Literature in this section concerns the areas of
expansion which will generate additional demands for home
economists with graduate degrees and the percentage of
home economists holding advanced degrees.
According to Hoeflin (1968, p. 43-44),
The bachelor's degree in home economics is one
large step forward, but the value attributed to any
level of education changes over the years. Soon this
first degree will have similar value to the high school
diploma of only a few decades ago. . . .A young oerson
with a master's or doctor's degree has the key to a
versatile future. He discovers the many opportunities
in research, in college teaching, in supervision, and
in leadership positions that are open to all those with
advanced degrees in home economics.
In McGrath's (1968) study, The Changing Mission of
Home Economics , data showed the master's degree to be the
highest degree for 62?o of the home economics faculty members
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in 75 National Association of State Universities and Land-
Grant Colleges. Only one- tenth of all home economics degrees
awarded were master's or doctorates, compared to one-fourth
of all degrees axvarded by American colleges and universities.
McGrath concluded a greater demand than in the past would
exist for home economists with master's degrees in areas as
extension, business, urban family services, and international
employment. He foresaw less need for doctorates outside of
college teaching, i.e. business and industry, because of
evidence shewing home economists' success outside the academic
area did not require a doctorate.
In an investigation by Clemens (1971), selected home
economists employed in business positions were asked to
evaluate their college preparation. The response rate to
the survey was 76?£. Of those responding, 30°£ had not started
or completed an advanced degree. Results were not conclusive
concerning advanced degrees because the investigator focused
on the undergraduate curriculum, not graduate study, and
did not differentiate between master's or doctoral levels
or training.
The future employment outlook for home economists
reviewed in the Occupational Outlook Handbook (U.S. Dept.
of Labor, 1974) stated for those willing to continue toward
advanced degrees, the employment probabilities were antici-
pated to be good. Increased awareness of the potential
contributions of professional home economists was Dredicted
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to be the main reason for future expansion of the field.
New emphasis on life-long education and the needs of low-
income families also were mentioned as areas which would
stimulate additional need.
A "Profile of Home Economists" (1973) reported a
substantial increase in members earning advanced degrees
since 1962. In 1973, the number of members holding master's
and doctorates was 37.4% and 5.8%, respectively, while 1962
figures showed master's and doctor's degrees were 21.1%
and 3.1%, respectively, of the American Home Economics
Association membership.
According to Nicpon and Quigley (1966), the American
Home Economics Association has promoted graduate education
and increased research emphasis. When this study was pre-
pared, the need for home economics college teachers was
predicted to be twice the number of college teachers
employed at that time. Less than 50?^ of the Ph.D's awarded
in home economics during 1962-1964 period were employed ir
higher education. Normal turnover of faculty also was
observed as another factor to consider in planning future
needs, along with preserving student-teacher ratios. Junior
college home economics programs, extension services, Peace
Corps, work training programs, and public welfare programs
were listed as expanding areas creating other demands for
home economists. Not all of the areas would require a home
economics advanced degree, but persons with advanced degrees
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would be needed to train qualified personnel. Relevant to
the Advanced Degrees Program, was a recommendation to
develop programs which would encourage and involve superior
students early in their college careers to consider graduate
study. McChesney (1974) was another investigator who
suggested a similar program be established.
Two groups not mentioned in the home economics out-
look, the elderly and the handicapped, recently have de-
veloped as fields requiring the research and knowledge of
home economics professionals. New realms and growing aware-
ness of expanding traditional fields will increase the
demand for capable personnel with home economics degrees.
Professionals with advanced training will be needed for
basic and applied research, and training of persons to work
in the field.
Two questions need to be answered. How many home
economics students have continued toward graduate degrees?
Has the Advanced Degrees Program been effective in motivating
home economics students toward graduate study?
CHAPTER III
RESEARCH METHODOLOGY
Subjects
Two groups of former program participants were
surveyed. The early years of the Master's Degree Project
were typified by members belonging to the project between
1964-1966. Members during 1973 were chosen to represent
the recent years of the Advanced Degrees Program, because
freshmen during that year recently have graduated (1976).
Since the Master's Degree Project began with 2 8 participants
in 1964, and the Advanced Degrees Program had 243 partici-
pants in 1973, members during 1965-66 (N-27) were added to
the 1964 group to increase the sample size of the early
project members. The sample of this study was the total
available population of 298 (which was reduced to 280 be-
cause of inadequate replies, unusable replies, or former
members could not be reached through the mail) students who
joined the program in 1964-66 and 1973. Total available
population was used for the sample so a large number of re-
sponses could be obtained from the small 1964-66 group.
Mames of former participants belonging to the orogram during
1964-66 and 1973 were procured from the Dean's Office in
the College of Home Economics. Current addresses and name
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changes of the former members then were acquired from the
Kansas State University Alumni Association. Parents' ad-
dresses or last current addresses of former members who were
not Alumni Association members were obtained from Admis-
sions and Records at Kansas State University.
Development and Administration
of the Instrument
A survey questionnaire was formulated to evaluate
the two objectives of this study, which were given in the
introduction. Questions pertaining to background information
also were developed. The researcher, with the assistance
of the Office of Educational Resources at Kansas State Uni-
versity, coded items on the questionnaire. The coding
system used is reported in the treatment of data. Two former
participants in the Master's Degree Project and the Advanced
Degrees Program employed in the Dean's Office in the College
of Home Economics, who were not members during the periods
selected to be studied, reviewed the questionnaire. For
clarification of certain items, the questionnaire was revised
after the researcher acquired comments from the former members.
To protect the anonymity of the respondents, the
questionnaires were coded numerically. Cover letters
pendix A) and the questionnaire (Appendix 3) were mailed,
including stamped, self-addressed envelopes for return re-
sponses. One month after the initial mailing, a follow-up
mailing using the same questionnaire was sent to non-
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respondents.
Treatment of Data
Part of the questionnaire consisted of single and
multi-response answers to closed-end questions that were
precoded and pre-categorized numerically. Answers to open-
end questions (Appendix C) were categorized first and then
numerically coded. Data were Keypunched at the Kansas State
University computing center, with the Statistical Package
for the Social Sciences (SPSS) used as the computer program.
Treatment of data included: relative percentages, adjusted
percentages, means, standard deviations, and chi square
analyses. The chi square test was used to determine differ-
ences between the 1964-66 and 1973 membership groups, and
between graduates with or without advanced degrees.
CHAPTER IV
RESULTS
Data obtained from the survey concerning background
information of respondents, goals of the original program,
attitude changes, goal accomplishments, and ideas for
improvement of the Advanced Degrees Program are presented
in this chapter. Comparisons in those areas were made be-
tween early and recent members of the program, and between
former members with advanced degrees and those holding only
bachelor's degrees.
Data in Table 1 refer to a description of the total
sample and respondents. Percentages are rounded to the
nearest tenth.
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TABLE 1
DESCRIPTION OF SAMPLE
AND RESPONDENTS
Questionnaires
mailed
1964-66 1973
55 243 298
No reply
Inadequate
address
Unusable reply
Usable reply
17 (30.9%)
2 ( 3.6%)
5 ( 9.1%)
31 (56.4%)
69 (28.4%) 86 (28.9%)
7 ( 2.9%) 9 ( 3.0%)
4 ( 1.7%) 9 ( 3.0%)
163 (67.0%) 194 (65.1%)
Total 55 (100.0%) 243 (100.0%) 298 (100.0%)
The percentage of return based on an available population
of 280 (298 less inadequate address and unusable replies)
was 69.3%.
Characteristics of Respondents
Background information for the entire sample showed
93.8% of former members of the Advanced Degrees Program have
access to a college or university. A majority of the re-
spondents (79.9%) were employed, with approximately 38%
working 20-40 hours a week. Former 1973 members worked less
than full-time than did former 1964-66 members of the pro-
gram.
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Table 2 pertains to the breakdown of employment for
the total sample.
TABLE 2
EMPLOYMENT CATEGORIES
FOR TOTAL SAMPLE
Employment area Number Percent
Dietetics/foods &
nutrition
College teaching
Public school
teaching
Interior design
Extension/continuing
education
Consumer services
Business/retailing
Other
No answer
3
12
15
42
10, , 3
5.,7
: , , 6
4.,1
4.,1
6, i 2
7.,7
21,,7
Total 194 100.0
A larger percentage of the 1964-66 grouo was teach-
ing in college (27.3%) than the 1973 group (3.8%).
1973 grouD had 9.2% of the sample in consumer services,
whereas none were in that category from the early membershio
group. Public school teaching employed the greatest Pro-
portion of both groups, 31. - and
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1973 groups, respectively.
Members at the bachelor's degree level and the
master's/doctorate level had approximately the same distri-
bution in foods related areas and public school teaching.
But those holding advanced degrees had a larger percentage
in college teaching (21.4% vs 1.9%) than former members
without advanced degrees. Slightly over 11% holding only
bachelor's degrees were in business/retailing, contrasted
to 2.4% of the advanced degree (s) group.
Most former participants (76.8%) had careers per-
taining to their college majors. A greater percentage of
members earning advanced degrees had careers associated
with their college majors than did members at the bachelor's
degree level (95.5% vs 81.1%, p<0.05). No significant differ-
ence was found between membership year and college major/
career field.
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Career satisfaction for the entire sample is
exhibited in Table 3.
TABLE 3
CAREER SATISFACTION
FOR TOTAL SAMPLE
Degree of satisfaction Number Percent
Yes 118 60.8
No 31 16.0
No answer 45 23. 2
Total 194 100.0
Significant differences were not identified by chi
square tests between degree level or membership year and
career satisfaction.
Former participants who were married comprised 62.4°o
(N=121) of the entire sample. All members of the 1964-66
group and close to one-half of those in the 1973 group were
married. At the opposite extremes, 93.5% of the early group
and only 9.5% of the latter group had children. For all
resoondents, only 44 persons {22.1%) had children. Slightly
over 46?£ of the total sample had salaries and/or family
income between $5,000-315,000, whereas 25.3% had earnings
and/or family income over $20,000. The questionnaire did
not distinguish between family income for married students
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and single members' earnings. Approximately 94% of the
1964-66 participants had income over $20,000 and 57.3?o of
the 1973 participants reported income of $5,000-$15, 000.
The largest percentage of former members holding advanced
degrees had income of $20,000, whereas the largest number
of former members holding only bachelor's degrees reported
income of $5,000-$10,000. Educational backgrounds of hus-
bands, mothers, and fathers of the respondents also were
investigated. Just under 45% of the husbands were four-year
college graduates and 30.9% of the husbands had post-graduate
work at the master's level. The largest number of respond-
ents' mothers were in the educational categories of high
school graduates (28.2%) and some college experience (23.4%).
A varied distribution of fathers' educational level was
found. The largest percentage of fathers (29.8%) were high
school graduates, 16.0?6 had some college (one, two, or three
years), 15.4% were four-year college graduates, and 13.3%
had some high school education or below. The fathers of the
1964-66 group had larger percentages than fathers of 1973
members in the categories of some high school education or
below, training beyond high school, and junior college gradu-
ate. Fathers of the 1973 group had higher percentages than
fathers of 1964-66 members in the categories of high school
graduate, some college, four-year college graduate, and post-
graduate education at the master's and doctoral level.
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Emphasis on Electives
One of the goals of the original program (Master's
Degree Project) was to emphasize electives to enrich the
student's background for graduate study. Data in Table 4
show the amount of emphasis perceived by the total sample.
TABLE 4
EMPHASIS ON ELECTIVES
PERCEIVED BY TOTAL SAMPLE
Elective emphasis Number Percent
Yes 49 25.3
No 135 69.6
No answer 10 5 .
1
Total 194 100.0
Elective emphasis was perceived by aporoximately
one-fourth of the participants in the 1964-66 and 1973
membership groups. Slightly over 25?£ of former members
with or without advanced degrees noted the program's elec-
tive emphasis.
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The number of participants who took advantage of
electives during their senior year to pursue early graduate
credit is indicated in Table 5.
TABLE 5
TOOK ADVANTAGE OF ELECTIVES TO
PURSUE GRADUATE CREDIT DURING
SENIOR YEAR FOR TOTAL SAMPLE
Pursued early
graduate credit
Number
Yes
No
No answer
49
141
4
25.2
72.7
2.1
lotal 100.0
More former members earning advanced degrees used
electives to pursue graduate credit during their senior year
than did former members holding only bachelor's degrees
(36.7% vs 20.8%, p<0.05). Nearly the same proportion of
members during 1964-66 and 1973 used electives to earn
graduate credit during their senior year (26.7% vs 25.0%).
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Table 6 presents the popularity in percentages of
elective areas (from six colleges at Kansas State Univer-
sity) for the 1964-66 and 1973 membership groups. Since
the probability of courses taken by a person were in more
than one area, figures totaled more than 100%. As can be
seen in the table, a larger percentage of the 1973 group
chose business administration courses than the 1964-66
group.
TABLE 6
POPULARITY OF ELECTIVE AREAS
FOR 1964-66 AND 1973 PROGRAM MEMBERS
(IN PERCENTAGES)
Membership grouo
Elective area 1964-66 1973 Total
(N=31) 01=163) (N=194)
Home Economics 61.3
Sciences 48.4 51.3 50.8 MS
Argiculture 3.2 5.7 5.3 NS
Architecture
and Design 0.0 5.1 4.2
Business
Administration 0.0 16.5 13.8 4.60
Education 6 . 5 18 .
4
1 5 . -4 MS
*p<0.05
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Data from a chi square test concerning differences
in the number of elective hours taken by 1964-66 and 1973
members are given in Table 7. Most of the 1964-66 group had
1-6 elective hours, whereas the largest percentage of the
1973 group had 7-11 hours of electives. The increase in
the number of elective hours from 1964 to 1973 paralleled
curriculum changes made within the College of Home Economics,
allowing additional electives in several majors.
TABLE 7
NUMBER OF ELECTIVE HOURS TAKEN
BY 1964-66 AND 1973 PROGRAM MEMBERS
(IN PERCENTAGES)
Number of
elective hours
Membership group
1964-66 1973 Total
(N=20) (N=128) (M=148)
None
1-6
7-11
12-20
21 and over
Total
10.0
50.0
25.0
5.0
10.0
100.0
4.7
15.6
35.1
22.7
21.9
100.0
5.4
20.3
33.8
20.2
20.3
100.0
3; p<0.01
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Personal Contact and Counseling
The second goal of the program was to provide
personal contact and counseling. Data in Table 8 delineate
the satisfaction of the participants with the contact and
counseling received during their membershio in the oroject.
TABLE 8
SATISFACTION WITH PERSONAL
CONTACT AND COUNSELING
FOR TOTAL SAMPLE
Degree of Number
satisfaction
Yes 97 50.0
No 70 36.1
Mo answer 27 13.9
Total 194 100.0
Although the difference between the 1964-66 and 1973
membershio groups was not statistically significant (chi
sguare analysis), more of the 1964-66 members were satisfied
with the personal contact and counseling in the program than
the 1973 members (16.0% vs 54.3?£). Approximately the same
proportion of members with or without advanced degrees were
satisfied with the program's personal contact and counseling
(59.5?£ vs 57.9%).
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Because the program has grown, graduate advisers
are no longer assigned as they were in the early years of
the project. Instead, lists are posted of graduate faculty
and students are encouraged to make the initial contact.
The total number of students who contacted graduate faculty
members is presented in Table 9.
TABLE 9
INITIATED SEEING AN ADVISER
FOR TOTAL SAMPLE
Student initiated Number Percent
contact
Yes 61 31.4
No 116 59.8
No answer 17 8.8
Total 194 100.0
Former members holding advanced degrees initiated
contact with graduate faculty more freguently than did
former members holding only bachelor's degrees (57.1°b vs
28.8%, p<0.001). Though the difference was not large,
a higher percentage of the 1964-66 membership group initi-
ated graduate faculty contact than did the 1973 group
(40.0% vs 34.7%)
.
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Table 10 pertains to differences between the 1964-
66 and 1973 membership groups concerning preference for
assigned graduate faculty advisers or student-initiated
contact with graduate faculty. The data show the 1973
group had more preference for assigned graduate advisers
than the 1964-66 group, whereas the 1964-66 group had a
larger percentage (64.0?£ vs 38.5%) than the 1973 group
reporting no preference for either assigned or student-
initiated contact. No significant differences were found
between groups with or without advanced degrees and graduate
adviser preferences.
TABLE 10
GRADUATE FACULTY ADVISER PREFERENCE
FOR 1964-66 AND 1973 PROGRAM MEMBERS
(IN PERCENTAGES)
Membership croup
Adviser 1964-66 1973 Total
preference (N=25) (\-148) (N-173)
Assigned 4.0 29.1 25.4
Initiate contact 32.0 32.4 32.4
No preference 64.0 3 8.5
Total 100.0 100,
v2 =
.571; p<0.05
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Encouraqement to Attend Another University
For Part of Undergraduate Career or Graduate School
The third goal of the Advanced Degrees Program
(Master's Degree Project) was to encourage students to
attend another university for one semester during their
undergraduate careers or for graduate school. Responses
to questions 18 through 21 of the questionnaire are denoted
in Table 11, indicating the degree to which former members
of the 1964-66 and 1973 groups believed attendance at other
universities was promoted. Figures show more 1964-66
members perceived encouragement to attend another university
for part of their undergraduate careers than did 1973
members.
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TABLE 11
ENCOURAGEMENT TO ATTEND ANOTHER
UNIVERSITY FOR PART OF COLLEGE CAREER
PERCEIVED BY 1964-66 AND 1973 PROGRAM MEMBERS
(IN PERCENTAGES)
Perceived
MembershiD
1964-66
group
1973 Total
X
2
encouragement (N=31) (N=163) (N=194)
During undergrad
career 20.0 5.8 8.1 5.024*
For graduate
school 24.1 38.2 35.9 >:s
Wanted to attend
elsewhere undergrad/
graduate school 58.6
Aware of program
emphasis to
encourage attend-
ance 32.3
58.6
23 . 9
53.6
25.3 NS
*c<0.05
Former members' responses to the need for more or
less emphasis on attendance elsewhere for part of under-
graduate or for graduate studies are presented in Table 12.
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TABLE 12
EMPHASIS TO ATTEND ELSEWHERE
FOR UNDERGRADUATE/GRADUATE SCHOOL
FOR TOTAL SAMPLE
Attendance
emphasis preference
Number
More
Less
No preference
No answer
73
9
105
7
37.6
4.7
54.1
3.6
Total 194 100.0
Increase the Number of Home
Economists with Advanced Degrees
The last goal of the original program was to increase
the number of home economists with master's degrees. When
the project was renamed the Advanced Degrees Program,
emphasis was placed on the need for doctorates in the home
economics field as well as personnel with master's degrees.
The next four tables pertain to the number of former
participants who have completed or plan to complete advanced
studies.
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Table 13 concerns the number of members who have
taken graduate courses since earning their bachelor's
degrees.
TABLE 13
NUMBER OF FORMER MEMBERS WHO HAVE GRADUATE
CREDIT SINCE BACHELOR'S DEGREE
FOR TOTAL SAMPLE
Graduate credit Number Percent
Yes 103 53.1
No 90 46.4
No answer l 0.5
Total 194 100.0
The highest educational level planned by former
members holding only bachelor's degrees and those earning
advanced degrees is depicted in Table 14. A significant
difference (p<0.001) was found between the two degree
levels and level of education planned. Most oersons (6;.
holding bachelor's degrees planned to stop at the master's
degree level. Approximately 5% planned to earn doctorates,
whereas 25.2°o planned to stay at the bachelor's degree
level. Logically, those with advanced degrees had none who
planned to stay at the bachelor's degree level. A larger
proportion holding advanced degrees (39.196) olanned doctor-
ates than those having only bachelor's degrees.
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TABLE 14
EDUCATIONAL LEVEL PLANNED BY FORMER
MEMBERS WITH/WITHOUT ADVANCED DEGREES
(IN PERCENTAGES)
Bachelor's 26,.2
Dual bachelor's 5,.5
M.S. or M.A. 61,,9
Ph.D or Ed.D. 4,.8
Other 1,.6
Total
(N=172)
19, , 2
4,,1
59,,3
13,,9
3,.5
Degree level
Educational B.S. M.S. /Ph.D
level planned (N=126) (N=46)
0.0
0.0
52.2
39.1
8.7
Total 100.0 100.0 100.0
X 2= 48.548; p<0,001
A significant (p<0.001) difference occurred
between 1964-66 and 1973 members in a chi square test
comparing educational attainment and membership group. The
1964-66 group had a higher percentage of persons holding
advanced degrees than the 1973 group. Less time since
graduation probably was the main factor why 1973 members
did not have a larger number holding advanced degrees.
Figures in percentages are given in Table 15.
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TABLE 15
EDUCATIONAL LEVEL ATTAINED
BY 1964-66 AND 1973 PROGRAM MEMBERS
(IN PERCENTAGES)
Membership qrouc
Educational 1964-66 1973 Total
level attained (N=30) (N=154) (N=184)
Bachelor '
s
46.7 70.8 66.8
Dual bachelor's 3.3 3.9 3.8
M.S. or M.A. 36.7 22.1 24.5
Ph.D. or Ed.D. 13.3 0.0 2.2
Other 0.0 3.2 2.7
Total 100.0 100.0 100.0
X = 25.397; p<0.001
Institution, degree level, and number of advanced
degrees earned by the respondents are identified in Table
16. As denoted in the table, a large proportion of the
master's degrees were awarded from Kansas State University.
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TABLE 16
INSTITUTION AND ADVANCED DEGREES
OF RESPONDENTS
Institution and
degree
Number
KSU-Master's
Other-Master '
s
KSU-Doctorate
Other-Doctorate
36
16
2
3
18.6
8.2
1.0
1.5
Total number of advanced
degrees 57 29.:
Of the entire return (N=194), 52 respondents (26.8%) have
earned 57 advanced degrees (five former members who were
awarded master's degrees also earned doctorates).
Attitude Changes Toward Graduate Studv
The second objective of this study is to compare
attitude changes, goal accomplishments, and ideas for
improvement of the program based on the student sample
reviewed earlier. Changes in attitudes toward graduate
study are investigated in this section. How the Advanced
Degrees Program influenced students, along with other
factors modifying attitudes to seek further education or
to stay at the same degree level are presented.
Table 17 delineates the factors that influenced
former members to join the Advanced Degrees Program. Since
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more than one factor may have affected a student's decision,
the total number and percentages are irrelevant.
TABLE 17
FACTORS THAT INFLUENCED
FORMER MEMBERS TO JOIN THE PROG"
FOR TOTAL SAMPLE
Factors that
influenced
Number percent
Prestige 23
Honor 80
"Looked good : ' on transcript
or resume 49
Friends were in it 15
Faculty member encouraged 60
Introductory meeting with
Deans Hoffman and Hoeflin 106
Encouraged by parents/
relative 48
Other 20
11.9
41.2
25.3
7.7
30.9
54.6
24 .7
10.3
Factors listed in Table 17 influencing the 1964-
and 1973 membership groups were studied by chi square tests.
The 1973 membership group was influenced more by the factor
"looked good" on transcript or resume than the 1964-66
group (28.5% vs 9.7%, p<0.05). More 1964-66 members were
influenced by encouragement from a faculty member than were
1973 members (51.6-6 vs 27. , < . . | other factors
influenced the two membership grouos to nearly the same
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extent and no significant differences were found. Also,
no significant differences were found between degree level
and the factors that influenced former members to join the
program.
Influence of the program on former participants to
continue toward graduate study is indicated in Table 18.
TABLE 18
INFLUENCE OF PROGRAM
TOWARD GRADUATE STUDY
FOR TOTAL SAMPLE
Degree of
influence
Number
Yes
No
No answer
65
125
33.5
64.4
2.1
Total 194 100.0
No significant difference occurred in a chi square
analysis between degree of influence and year of program
membership. Approximately the same proportion of members
in the 1964-66 and 1973 groups were affected by the project
(45.2% vs 32.3%). The program influenced those having
advanced degrees to a greater extent than former members
holding only bachelor's degrees (51.0% vs 27.7%, p<0.01).
How the program influenced students to continue
toward graduate study is noted in Table 19. The majority
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of the responses indicated the project was perceived as a
catalyst, provoking consideration of graduate training as
a viable goal. Computer coding categories in Appendix C
list more complete categories than the edited versions used
in Table 19 and other tables pertaining to data from ooen-
end guestions.
TA3LE 19
HOW PROGRAM INFLUENCED STUDENTS
TO CONTINUE TOWARD GRADUATE STUDY
FOR TOTAL SAMPLE
How influenced Number Percent
Started thinking
towards graduate study 24 12.4
Advanced study became an
obtainable goal 13 6.7
Influenced w/out program 4 2.1
Program reinforced
graduate school idea 3 1.5
Other 12 6.2
No answer 138 71.1
Total 194 100.0
Significant differences were not found in chi
sguare tests between the 1964-66 and 1973 groups and how
the program influenced members to continue toward graduate
study. For the bachelor's degree level and advanced
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degrees level, the program started thought toward
graduate training (45.2% and 45.0%). More former members
with advanced degrees believed graduate school had become
an obtainable goal (40.0%) relative to the program's
influence than former members holding only bachelor's
degrees (9.7%)
.
Other factors affecting former participants to
continue toward graduate study are revealed in Table 20.
Although slightly more than 70% did not respond, the three
main factors which affected students were changes in
educational needs, goals, and available opportunities to
continue.
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TABLE 20
FACTORS OTHER THAN THE PROGRAM
AFFECTING CONTINUATION TOWARD GRADUATE STUDY
FOR TOTAL SAMPLE
Factors that
influenced
Number
Prior goal 6
Needed further education for
position, professional
growth 17
Encouraged by faculty or
adviser 3
Encouraged by family 1
Change in goals 11
Self-satisfaction 3
Opportunity available to
continue 11
Other 6
No answer 136
3.1
1.5
0.5
5.7
1.5
5.7
3.1
"0
.
1
Total 194 1 )0 . ]
The decision not to continue toward advanced study
was influenced by several factors of about egual importance
(Table 21). Family ties affected 1964-66 members more than
1973 members (32.3% vs 3.S?S), providing the only signifi-
cant difference (p<0.001) between the two membership grouDs.
Although the difference was not significant, a greater
centage of the 1973 group was influenced by a career than
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were members of the 1964-66 group (23.4% vs 6.5%)
TA3LS 21
FACTORS THAT INFLUENCED DECISION NOT TO
CONTINUE TOWARD GRADUATION STUDY
FOR 1964-66 AND 1973 PROGRAM MEMBERS
(IN PERCENTAGES)
Factors that
influenced
Membershio
1964-66
(N=31)
aroup
1973
(N=163)
Total
(N=194) X 2
Marriage 38.7 27.8 29.6 NS
Family 32.3 3.8 8.5 23.541
Finances 16.1 22.8 21.7 NS
Career 6.5 23.4 20.6 NS
Other 6.5 17.7 15.9 NS
*p<0.001
Significant differences (p<0.001) existed between
degree level and four factors which influenced a decision
not to continue. Obviously, former members holding advanced
degrees decided to continue toward graduate school, there-
fore those deciding not to pursue advanced study were the
persons affected by the factors not to continue. Chi square
tests revealed a significant (p<0.001) level of difference
between degree level and: marriage, finances, career, and the
category of other influencing factors. Differences between
degree level and family influence not to seek graduate train-
ing were significant at the 0.05 level.
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Goal Accomplishment
The degree to which the Advanced Degrees Program
influenced participants to include graduate study as a goal,
and how the former members' goals changed during and after
their college careers are reviewed in this section.
Freshman college goals are noted in Table 22. Since
many respondents had more than one goal, column totals were
inappropriate.
TABLE 22
FUTURE GOALS AS A COLLEGE FRESHMAN
FOR TOTAL SAMPLE
Goals Xumber Percent
Bachelor's degree 76 39.2
Become a Home Ec. teacher 34 17.5
Marriage, family 14 7.2
Get through freshman year 3 1.5
Home Ec. related career 60 30.9
Career not Home Ec. related 19 9.8
A career, not sure 21 10.8
Graduate school 19 9.3
Other 16
Freshman goals were analyzed by member shio year and
by degree level. A larger percentage of the 1
had the freshman goal of becoming a home economics
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teacher than did the 1973 group (48.4% vs 11.4%, p<0.001).
Differences between the other freshman goals (listed in
Table 22) and membership year were not significant. No
significant differences were disclosed by chi square analy-
ses between degree level and freshman goals.
Data in Table 23 identify senior college goals of
the former members by degree level. Like the freshman goals
in Table 22, many participants had more than one goal. Those
holding master's and doctor's degrees had a higher percent-
age with graduate school as a senior goal than did members
holding only bachelor's degrees (46.9°o vs 22.6%, p<0.01),
providing the only significant difference between degree
levels. A comparison of data in Tables 22 and 23 show a
small contrast in categories, because categories to open-
end questions were not predetermined. Categories were de-
limited after the questionnaires were received by the re-
searcher.
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TABLE 23
future goals as a college senior
for former program members
with/Without advanced degrees
(in percentages)
Senior
goals
BS
(N=142)
Degree level
MS/PhD
(N=52)
Home Economics
teacher 9.0 4.1
Graduate
school 22.6 46.9
Same as
freshman
goals 13.5 10.2
Find a Home
Ec. job 45.9 57.1
Obtain experi-
ence, then
return to
school 8.3 6.1
Combine career
and marriage
(family) 10.5 12.2
Marriage 6.0 4.1
Graduate 2.3 6.1
Expanded goals 2.3 0.0
Other i , 2 .0
Total -
(X-194) X z
7.7
12.6
48.9
7.7
NfS
29.1 9.166*
NS
NS
NS
11.0 NS
5.5
3.3 NS
1.6
3 3 NS
p<0.01
A 0.05 level of significance occurred bet-
membership year and two senior goals in chi square tests.
A larger proportion in the 196-1-66 group had the senior
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goal of becoming a home economics teacher than did the
1973 group (19.4% vs 5.1%, p<0.05). Those belonging to
the 1964-66 group were more marriage-oriented as seniors
than those in the 1973 group (16.1% vs 3.8%, p<0.05). A
difference bordering on the 0.05 level was identified
between a professional career goal and membership year.
Participants during 1973 were more career-oriented than
were earlier members (53.2% vs 32.3%). Other senior goals
tested with membership year were determined to be non-
significant.
The number of former members who observed influence
of the Advanced Degrees Program on college goals is
presented in Table 24.
TABLE 24
PROGRAM'S INFLUENCE ON COLLEGE GOALS
FOR TOTAL SAMPLE
Degree of influence Number Percent
52 26.8
136 70.1
6 3.1
Yes
No
No answer
Total 194 100.0
College goals of 1964-66 members were influenced by
the program to a greater degree than goals of 1973 members
(50.0% vs 24.2%, p<0.01).
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A difference close to the 0.05 level of significance
was exhibited in a comparison between degree level and
influence of the program on college goals. The project
affected more former members holding advanced degrees than
former members at the bachelor's degree level (39.6% vs
24.2%).
How goals were influenced is delineated in Table 25.
TABLE 25
HOW COLLEGE GOALS WERE INFLUENCED
FOR TOTAL SAMPLE
How influenced Nfumber Percent
Showed need for continuing
career after family respon-
sibilities are lessened 2 1.0
Influenced to continue
immediately after B.S. 19 9.8
Helped formulate personal goals,
options 22 11.4
>Jot in long enough to be helped 6 3.1
Other factors influenced
(faculty, field experiences,
already had graduate hours,
etc.) 9 4.6
Other 5 2.6
No answer 131 67 . 5
Total 194 100.0
No significant differences were found in chi square
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tests between degree levels or membership years and how goals
were influenced.
Table 26 concerns the proportion of former
participants who changed goals since their college careers.
TABLE 26
CHANGE IN GOALS SINCE COLLEGE
FOR TOTAL SAMPLE
Goal change Number Percent
Yes 104 53.6
No 82 42.3
No answer 8 4.1
Total 194 100.0
Chi square tests disclosed no significant differences
between degree levels or membership years and the number of
former members with goal changes since college.
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How former members' goals changed since college is
revealed in Table 27. The three categories with the highest
frequency of response for goal changes since college were:
more broadened goals, realistic or changed goals after work
experiences, and graduate study added to plans for the
future.
TABLE 27
HOW GOALS HAVE CHANGED SINCE COLLEGE
FOR TOTAL SAMPLE
Goal change Number Percent
Have not changed, just
postponed 10 5.1
More broadened, profes-
sional goals 26 13.4
Realistic or changed after
work experiences 26 13.4
Undecided (opportunity not
available, location, etc.) 5 2.6
Combine career and marriage 3 1.5
Less career oriented 12 6.2
Graduate school now in plans 23 11.9
Other 12 6.2
No answer 77
Total LOO.O
Significant differences were not found in chi square
analyses based on membershio year or degree level, and how
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goals changed sines college.
Ideals for Improvement of the Program
This section concerns suggestions made by former
members toward improving the Advanced Degrees Program.
Open-end responses were tabulated from guestions 41-43 of
the guestionnaire, general trends were noted, and categories
were defined. Many of the former members did not answer
all of the guestions, partially explaining the 45%-41%
response rate presented in the tables. Others only wrote
general comments or personal experiences about the program
in guestion 44 (additional comments), which were not cate-
gorized, and omitted the remainder of the open-end guestions.
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Table 28 pertains to suggestions for improving the
Advanced Degrees Program's responsiveness to the needs of
students.
TABLE 28
SUGGESTIONS FOR IMPROVING PROGRAM'S
RESPONSIVENESS TO NEEDS OF STUDENTS
FOR TOTAL SAMPLE
Category r-ercent
Increase individual counseling,
close contact
Increase flexibility of
program
Develop graduate study plans/
alternatives with students
Questionnaires, tests to
determine interests
Continue to give good
explanation of program in
introductory meeting
Increase number of meetings,
seminars, etc.
Need honest and realistic
awareness of job market
Increase visibility, publicity,
and follow-uo
Other
No answer
23
11
11.9
1.5
5.7
1.0
2.1
16 8.2
6 3.1
5 2.6
20 10.3
04 .
100.0
Increase individual contact and r
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increase the number of meetings, resource persons, and pro-
grams were listed most often by the 1973 group for improving
program responsiveness. Development of graduate study plans
or alternatives with students had the highest number of re-
sponses among the 1964-66 members.
The highest percentages of former members with bache-
lor's degrees and advanced degrees listed a need to in-
crease individual contact and counseling; increase the number
of meetings, resource persons, and programs; and development
of graduate study plans or alternatives with students. How-
ever, those holding advanced degrees placed more emphasis
on questionnaires or tests to determine interests and the
continuation of a good explanation about the program at the
introductory meeting, whereas former members at the bache-
lor's degree level had a higher proportion listing a need
to increase visibility, publicity, and follow-up; and an
honest, realistic awareness of the job market and working
conditions.
Suggestions of former members for personalizing
the program to each student's individual needs are presented
in Table 29.
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TABLE 29
SUGGESTIONS FOR PERSONALIZING PROGRAM
FOR TOTAL SAMPLE
Category
Develop objectives, graduate
study plans, goals 5 2.6
Have available information
concerning related fields,
options, different univer-
sities 9 4.6
Increase contact, individual
attention with graduate
faculty adviser 35 18.1
Career testing and counseling 9 4.6
Commitment from students,
faculty 1 0.5
Find out needs, interests 4 2.1
Other 21 10.8
No answer 110 56.7
Total 194 100.0
No significant differences were observed between
degree level or membership year and recommendations for
personalizing the program to individual student needs.
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Table 30 pertains to changes in membership require-
ments for joining or remaining in the program. The largest
percentage of former participants who responded believed
no changes were needed in membership requirements.
TABLE 30
CHANGE IN PROGRAM MEMBERSHIP REQUIREMENTS
PERCEIVED BY TOTAL SAMPLE
Degree of requirement
change Number
Mo change needed 37 19.1
Do not remember requirements 18 9.3
Lower requirements 5 2.6
Stress standards/raise
requirements 15 7.7
Increase emphasis on graduate
study preparation 5 2.6
Other 6 3.1
No answer 108 55.6
Total 194 100.0
A difference bordering on the 0.05 level was found
between degree levels and changes in project membership
requirements. Both bachelor's degree level and master's/
doctorate level groups had the largest percentage of re-
sponses in favor of not changing membership requirements.
However, a greater proportion of those holding advanced
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degrees remembered less of the program requirements than
did the bachelor's group. More persons with bachelor's
degrees than advanced degrees believed requirements should
be raised. "any in the former grouo cited "grade inflation"
as the reason for higher standards.
Recommendations concerning counseling in the program
are shown in Table 31. Individual counseling was suggested
by 19.1% of those responding, more than any other category.
TABLE 31
SUGGESTIONS CONCERNING PROGRAM COUNSELING
FOR TOTAL SAMPLE
Category dumber ~>ercent
Increase emphasis on long-term
goals, career planning 10 5.1
Use of upperclassmen and/or
graduate students 5 2.6
Have graduate advisers
assigned 8 4.1
Increase individual counseling 37 1 . 1
Group sessions with faculty
and students 5 2.6
Increase information
available, publicize 14 7.2
Other 12
Ko answer 103
Total
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Counseling recommendations were studied by member-
ship year and degree level. No significant differences
were found between groups.
Suggestions for general improvement of the Advanced
Degrees Program are denoted in Table 32.
TABLE 32
SUGGESTIONS FOR GENERAL PROGRAM IMPROVEMENT
FOR TOTAL SAMPLE
Category Number Percent
Do not remember much about the
program 7 3.6
Add speakers, professionals in
the^ field 14 7.2
Communicate, publicize 10 5.1
Increase meetings and discus-
sions 8 4.1
Increase contact with other
members and faculty 23 11.9
Emphasize work experience first 2 1.0
Increase emphasis on needs of
transfer students and returning
students 4 2.1
Increase awareness of research
aspect of home economics
Other
No answer
5 2.6
13 6.7
03 55.7
CHAPTER V
DISCUSS 10 X, CONCLUSIONS
AND
RECOMMENDATIONS
Limitations of the Study
Confining the sample size to the 1964-66 and 1973
membership years and restricting the amount of time allowed
for responses to the initial and follow-up questionnaires
limited the investigation. The size of the 1964-66 group
was small compared to the 1973 group. Hence, some differ-
ences in questionnaire responses between membership groups
in chi square tests were influenced more by the disparity
of group size than by variation of answers. Also, a iar-e
difference between the number of respondents holdina ad-
vanced degrees or only bachelor's degrees modified the con-
clusions that could be made. ^ormer procram members with
advanced degrees were outnumbered more than two-to-or
former members at the bachelor's degree level.
Availability of names and addresses was another
limitation. The available population included only one
male, so name changes by females through marriac-e made
tracinq former participants difficult. Address char
e frequent, pspecially for the 197 3 oroup, consequer- I
-( 7-
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a major revision was needed in the mailing list.
Another limitation of the study was the response
rate of the 1964-66 and 1973 membership groups. Many
questionnaires were returned because of incorrect addresses,
or were returned with insufficient data and were discarded.
That reduced the number of the available population. A
higher response rate would have improved the accuracy of
the data.
The number of replies to open-end questions con-
cerning program improvement was an additional limitation.
A majority of the former members cave no suggest ions or had
incomplete answers, diminishing the representation of
opinion in this area. Finally, members from the early years
of the project remembered less about the program than
later members. Therefore, seme inaccurate responses may
have resulted .
D i s
c
u s s ion a-d Conclus ions
A combination of career/marriage roles appears to
te the norm for the respondents, although a greater percent-
ace of the 1973 group are employed and rot married than the
1964-66 group. A larger proportion of the 1973 croup worked
less than full-time than their counterparts in the early
qrour. That result may have teen influenced by the estab-
lished careers of the 1964-66 members and the need of the
1973 members to try one or more jobs before fire inn a "niche 1
in -heir field. Poo, a tighter job market prevailed du ri ;
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the early 70 's than in the early CO's. The home economics
graduates in this study appear more career-orientrd than
those in Marksberry's (1952) investigation. Part of the
contrast can be attributed to social changes that have taken
place, especially the women's equality movement.
Income level differences between the early and later
members of the proaram, and members with or without advanced
degrees is logical. The 1964-66 group has had a lonaer time
to progress in various fields to earn higher salaries than
the 1973 group. Former members with advanced training at
the master's/doctoral level have income commensurate to their
educational level as do those holding only bachelor's degrees.
A greater (p<0.05) percentage of persons with ad-
vanced degrees had jobs related to their college major than
those without advanced degrees. Again, this result is reason-
able, former participants with advanced degrees usually
specialized in particular areas of home economics, and there-
fore souaht jobs pertaining to their fields of study.
Emphasis on electives in the Advanced Decrees Pro-
gram to enrich the student's background in preparation for
graduate study was perceived by only 25.3% of the respond"
ents . Only ? c5.2' of the respondents pursued graduate credit
durina their senior year. Eoth fiaures show a need to
require members to plan an underoraduatie pi Lth a
crraduate adviser to include bac ind Dreparat i radu-
ate study or arrange courses to incorporate graduate credit
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during the members' senior year, especially since the number
of elective hours students may apply toward a bachelor's
degree has increased.
Satisfaction with personal contact and counseling
in the program was acknowledged by 50% of the respondents,
whereas only 31.4?6 initiated seeing an adviser. Counseling
was observed by former members to be the area needing the
most change in four out of five areas of program improvement.
Possibly students were satisfied with their experiences but
thought more could have been done, or were satisfied without
contacting a graduate adviser. These conclusions hold true
when compared to the former members (42.2%) who had no pref-
erence whether or not an adviser was assigned. More of the
1964-66 group was satisfied with personal contact and coun-
seling than the 1973 group (76.0% vs 54.3%), which could
pertain to the fact the program and college were smaller when
the project was started in 1964; also an adviser was assigned
to the 1964-66 members, whereas the initiative to see an adviser
was the responsibility of 1973 members.
Figures indicated over one-half of the sample would
have wanted to attend another university for part of under-
graduate or for graduate school, but close to 75% were
unaware of that aspect of the project. Slightly over 54?£
had no preference as to more or less emphasis on attendance
elsewhere in the future. The discrepancy between the incli-
nation and awareness (or indecision) to attend elsewhere
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shows a need for additional publicity of this goal, if the
aoal is to remain a part of the Advanced Decrees Program.
Future enrollment in the College of Home Economics par-
tially will determine the number of teaching positions and
the amount of state and federal funds allocated to the col-
leqe . If enrollment is projected to decline, the program's
aoal of encouraging members to attend other colleges or
universities should be de-emphasized.
Achievement of the last aoal of the program to in-
crease the number of home economists with advanced decrees
is supported by the number (X=52) of former members who hold
advanced degrees and the percentage (53.1%) of respondents
who have earned graduate credit since their bachelor's de-
cree. Only one person in the total sample had not completed
requirements for a bachelor's decree. A difference between
educational levels planned (Table 14) and educational levels
attained (Table 15) denoted many former members are planning
or are workinc toward craduate decrees, but have not com-
pleted their course of study. Early members had a larcer
percentage of persons holdinc advanced decrees compared to
Tembers during 1973, wnich partially was attributed to the
loncer time lapse since graduation fc. embers,
"he varyinc rates of finishing graduate study within personal
timetables affects the number of decrees awarded i--
period. A different r^prei ^r.tation of the influence of the
Advanced Decrrei tin on the form*
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vestigation might be seen several years from now, when a
greater proportion of the 1973 rroup has attained its edu-
cational goals.
The Advanced Degrees Program influenced 33.596 of
the total sample to continue toward advanced study (26.8%
of the total sample have earned graduate degrees), with the
project perceived by the respondents as a catalyst, provoking
consideration of graduate training as a viable goal. The
introductory meeting with Dean Hoffman and Dean Koeflin,
the honor of being chosen to join the program, and faculty
encouraaement were the main reasons why prospective members
joined the Advanced Decrees Program. Members' attitudes
during 1964-66 and 1973 were affected nearly the same degree;
however, Graduate study was more a 1" obtainable goal for mem-
bers with advanced decrees because of the project, than for
members without advanced degrees. The fact former partici-
pants with graduate degrees were influenced to a f/reater
extent can be ascribed partly to their, self-motivation, and
follows the profiles of subjects in studies by Palmer and
Wohl (1970) and Skipper (197C). Members with advanced de-
grees initiated contact with graduate faculty advisers and
pursued graduate credit during their senior year more often
than those holding only bachelor's decrees. ""he colleae
environment may have been, another factor which influenced
:ers to continue. Those with advanced degrees may have
increased their educational aspirations with increased ex-
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posure to graduate work during their senior year, supporting
Thistlethvaite's (1965) investigation.
Factors that influenced participants not to pursue
advanced study changed in importarce relative to membership
year. Family ties affected more 1964-66 members than 1973
members (32.3°', vs 3.8%, p<0.001), vrhereas more 1973 partici-
pants were influenced by a career than 196^-ee participarts
(23.4% vs 6.5%). Although the differences were not statisti-
cally significant, the marriage factor declined ir importarce
between the 19(^-66 croup and the 1973 group, (36.7% vs
27. or; ), with the financial factor increasing in importance
between the early ard later membership groups (16.1% vs
22.8%). The social and economic changes in the status of
women that took place between the 1960's and 197 0' s may account
partly for the lessening significance of marriaae and family
oblications, and the slight increase of the importance of
finarcial and career responsibilities for the respondents
in this study.
The percentage of former members who have received
advanced decrees (26. P%) is identical to the percentage of
respondents who relieved the Advanced Dearees Progran influ-
enced their collece noals (26.8%). Yet, the coals of former
members holdinc advanced decrees were influenced rr.ore by the
program than were former members at the bachelor's decree
level (39.' 4.2 ) » and collece coals of 1964-66 members
were affected to a creater degree than -oals of :ers
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(5 0.0% vs 24.2?o, p<0.01). The largest number of the re-
spondents influenced by the program indicated that it helped
them to formulate personal goals and options (Table 25).
When tested by chi square analysis, no significant differences
were found between degree levels or membership years and how
aoals were influenced, which leads to the acknowledgment of
outside factors affecting former members with advanced degrees
and 1964-66 members to a greater extent than the total sample.
Of the 29.9% who responded to question 27 (Table 20), the
main factors which influenced participants, other than the
program, to continue toward graduate study were changes in
educational needs, goals, and available opportunities to con-
tinue. Other variables outside the project affecting atti-
tudes relative to graduate study such as self -motivation and
increased educational aspirations, possibly influenced gradu-
ate study goals to an extent, besides factors within the
proaram. Two conditions in the program most likely influ-
encing the early membership group were: 1) the small number
of participants in the project, so personal contact with
peers and faculty was accessible; and 2) the incentive of
tecomina involved with a new program to help make it a suc-
cess. Because the Advanced Degrees Program was a positive
factor (besides other influences within and outside the
project), influencing approximately one-third and one-fourth
of members' attitudes and ^oals to do graduate study, re-
spectively, is reason enough to retain the program to help
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fill the demand for home economists with graduate degrees.
Over 50°u of the former members changed goals since
college, with many changes brought about by work experiences.
Approximately 12% had added graduate school to their plans.
Several former participants mentioned how narrow their coals
had been durinc college and believed that the Advanced
Degrees Program could contribute to broadening members'
coals
.
The previous investigations pertaining to factors
in the college environment influencing students' output and
motivations had contrasting results. Thistlethwaite (1965)
found several factors in the college environment which vere
positive influences, whereas Stobauch (197?) concluded the
collece environment only reinforced students' existing atti-
tudes and coals. The Advanced Degrees Program was one of
several positive factors in the college environment that
influenced former program members to do advanced study,
following Thistlethwaite's (1965) results concerning moti-
vational factors in the college environment.
Differences also existed between previous inves
tions recommending either early cnilece undergraduate coun-
seling (Jross, 196S), or assistance during junior and senior
collece years (Thistlethwaite t ' raduate
:
" for women. -or the total sample, graduate Stud
gain-
to 29.1% nan and senior
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tively. Those holding master's and doctorates had a laraer
percentage with qraduate school as a senior aoal than did
members holding only bachelor's decrees (46.9% vs 22. 9%,
p<0.01). Data from this study indicates araduate counseling
and plannina for a course of advanced study would be more
effective during junior/senior years than during freshman/
sophomore years. Planning educational goals with the as-
sistance of graduate faculty advisers in the program helps
clarify members' educational/career orientation and commit-
ment. The Advanced Degrees Program has impact on a personal
level, rather than influencing general cultural/social atti-
tudes or institutional d.ids and/or barriers to graduate edu-
cation for women.
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Recommendatinns for the
Advanced Decrees Program
Eased on the review of literature and questionnaire
results, the following recommendations are submitted for
improving the effectiveness of the Advanced Degrees Program.
1
.
Require members to consult graduate advisers at least
once a year to plan undergraduate courses to allow at
least one graduate-level course during their senior
year. New members should be required to develop long-
range goals.
2. A modified system of adviser assignment should be im-
plemented. A list of graduate advisers still could
be posted, with an accompanying sign-up sheet for those
preferrina to have an assigned adviser.
3. The introductory meeting with the Dean of the College
of Home Economics was a conducive factor in influencing
students to join the program and should be retained,
possibly expanded. Graduate students, faculty, admin-
istrators, and professionals in the field (who are
former members) should be utilized to speak on the need
for persons with advanced degrees, home economics re-
search, and professional career experiences.
A brief program orientation should be on the aaenda of
a faculty meeting to acquaint new faculty members and
remind the remainder of the faculty of the importance of
their contribution to student attitudes and croals
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relating to graduate study.
A Graduate Student Day for seniors should be designated
during the fall semester. Graduate students should be
available to present research and answer questions
seniors might have concerning graduate courses; fellow-
ships; assistantships ; research; thesis, report, or non-
thesis non-report options; and departmental requirements.
One Student-Faculty Seminar or Career Counseling Seminar
should be held each semester in cooperation with the
Home Economics Honors Program to discuss professional
development, career opportunities , or other topics of
interest to Advanced Degrees Program members and Honors
Program members
.
Undergraduate participation in research projects should
be considered
.
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BeoommeDdatiQDa :or Further Study
1. A longitudinal study five years from now investigating
the educational attainments of 1973 program members
would ascertain better the influence of the Advanced
Degrees Program on the group's educational attitudes
and goals, by allowing additional time since the mem-
bers' undergraduate careers for completion of educa-
tional objectives.
2. A representative sample of former members of the Advanced
Degrees Prooram (Master's Decree Project) with graduate
degrees should be studied to determine the extent of
internal and external influences, in addition to the
Advanced Decrees Prooram, that motivated the group to
continue their education.
CHAPTER VI
SUMMARY
The purpose of this investigation was to ascertain
the extent of goal accomplishment and influence of the
Advanced Degrees Program, and to identify changes that would
be necessary to improve the program's effectiveness. Since
the program had not been evaluated previously, strengths and
weaknesses had not been determined. The total sample re-
sponse, and chi square tests between membership years and
degree levels, provided important information pertaining to
the influence of the program.
Selected honors programs and factors in college
environments that affected women and advanced study dis-
closed variables influencing educational attitudes and goals.
Many of those variables, tooether with the Advanced Degrees
Program, affected the results of this investigation.
A combination of career and marriage roles appeared
to be the norm for the total sample. The program was per-
ceived by respondents as a catalyst, provoking consideration
of graduate training as a viable goal. Factors influencing
former members most often to join the Advanced Degrees Pro-
gram were: 1) the introductory meeting with Dean Hoffman
and Dean Hoeflin, and 2) the honor of being chosen to join
-80-
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the program. The larcest number of respondents influenced
by the program indicated that it helped formulate personal
goals and options. Generally, the Advanced Degrees Program
had the greatest effect on 1964-66 members and former par-
ticipants holding advanced degrees. Several reasons were
noted for the trend. Four of the explanations were: 1)
changes in educational needs, goals, and available opportu-
nities to continue graduate education; 2) self -motivation
;
3) increased educational aspirations; and 4) the relatively
small size of the program when it was started, allowing
personal contact with fellow members and faculty. The pro-
gram has impact on a personal level, rather than affecting
general cultural/social attitudes or institutional aids and/
or barriers to graduate education for women.
Recommendations were outlined for program improve-
ment, based on the questionnaire results. Former members
listed most often the need for improving personal contact
and counseling in four out of five areas of program improve-
ment. Further studies were suagested to provide additional
information relating to internal and external influences
determining attitudes and coals pertaining to graduate
study
.
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APPENDIX A
CORRESPONDENCE
*JAJ£& W X^nSAS STATE UH/VEPS/TV
!
Phone: I'* 3 532-5500
February, 1977
Dear Hone Economics Alumni:
Do you remember when you were a member of the Master's Degree Project, now
changed to the Advanced Degrees Project? The program was designed to
encourage students with high academic ranking to consider graduate study.
The College of Home Economics at Kansas State University currently is
conducting an evaluation of the program. Will you help us determine if the
project meets the needs of the participants?
You as a graduate of the project, have opinions and ideas concerning various
aspects of the program. Please complete the enclosed background information,
short-answer, and open-end questions pertaining to the project. The form will
take approximately half an hour of your time to complete.
This survey is being conducted under guidelines established by Kansas Scate
University. By cooperating, you will help the survey administrators find
answers to important questions, however, your participation is strictly
voluntary. You should omit any questions which you feel unduly invade your
privacy or which are otherwise offensive to you. Anonymity is guaranteed;
your name will not be associated with your answers in any public or private
report of the results.
Thank you for your cooperation. Please return the form within the next few
days.
Sincerely,
r
.-
. n
Barbara Hixson, Graduate Student
Former Member Master's Degree Project
Ruth Hoefiin, Dean
College of Home Economics
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KflnSflS STATE Un/VEflS»TV
Office of rre Dean
College of Horrie Economics
-
)S 665G6
Phone: 913 532-5500
February, 1977
Dear Home Economics Alumni:
Do you remember when you were a member of the Advanced Degrees Project? The
program was designed to encourage students with high academic ranking to
consider graduate study. The College of Home Economics at Kansas State
University currently is conducting an evaluation of the program. Will you
help us determine if the project meets the needs of the participants?
You as a recent graduate of the project, have opinions and ideas concerning
various aspects of the program. Please complete the enclosed background
information, short-answer, and open-end questions pertaining to the project.
The form will take approximately half an hour of your time to complete-
This survey is being conducted under guidelines established by Kansas State
University. By cooperating, you will help the survey administrators find
answers to important questions; however, your participation is strictly
voluntary. You should omit any questions which you feel unduly invade your
privacy or which are otherwise offensive to you. Anonymity is guaranteed:
your name will not be associated with your answers in any public or private
report of the results.
Thank you for your cooperation. Please return the form within the next few
days.
Sincerely,
fttvUHUl oS^-'^
Barbara Hixson, Graduate Student
Former Member Master's Degree Project
Ruth Hoeflin, Dean
College of Home Economics
MLftfe L# xflnsps state un/vsnsiTv
Off :e :
Economics
Phone: 913 53- -
April, 1977
Dear Home Economics Alumni:
HELP!! In March, we mailed you a questionnaire concerning an evalu-
ation of the Advanced Degrees Project, formerly the Master's Degree
Project. Perhaps yours was lost in the mail, or misplaced. Your
opinions and suggestions are very Important, as they will reflect
your individual educational experience.
We are enclosing a second questionnaire and a stamped, self-addressed
envelope for returning it. This survey is being conducted under
guidelines established by Kansas State University. By cooperating,
you will help the survey administrators find answers to important
questions; however, your participation is strictly voluntary. You
should omit any questions which you believe unduly invade your pri-
vacy or which are otherwise offensive to you. Anonymity is guar-
anteed; your name will not be associated with your answers in any
public or private report of the results.
You are busy, but this questionnaire won't take long. TVe certainly
will appreciate your time and effort in answering the questions, and
thank you for your cooperation. V.'e look forward to receiving your
survey soon. Please disregard this mailing if you have returned the
first questionnaire sent to you.
Sincerely,
Barbara HLxson, Graduate Student
Former Member Master's Degree Project
Ruth Hoeflin, Dean
College of Home Economics
BH/RH/dl
APPENDIX B
INSTRUMENT
Year graduated from Kansas Scace
University.
(4-1) 1964-1966
(4-2) 1972-1976
Do you have access to a college or
university?
(5-1) yes
(5-2) no
Distance?
How many hours of electives did you
Are you emploved?
(6-1) ' yes
(6-2) no
If response to number three is yes,
how many hours per week do you work,
on the average?
(7-1) 1-10
(7-2) 10-20
(7-3) 20-40
(7-4)
_
over 40
Current marital status.
(8-1) single
(8-2)
_
married
Do you have children?
(9-1) yes
(9-2) no
7. What is your (or if married, family)
income?
(10-1)
(10-2)
(10-3)
(10-4)
(10-5)
under $5,000
$5,000-$10,000
$10,000-$15,000
$15,000-$20,000
over $20,000
take?
(23-1) none
(23-2) 1-6
(23-3) 7-12
(23-4) 12-20
(23-5)
_
over 20
Were you satisfied with the personal
contact and counseling provided?
(24-1) yes
(24-2) no
Did you initiate seeing an adviser
on the graduate faculty?
(25-1) yes
(25-2) no
Was an adviser assigned to you?
(26-1) yes
(26-2) no
Would you prefer to have a graduate
faculty adviser:
(27-1) assigned
(27-2)
_
with whom you initiated
contact
(27-3) no preference
How did you plan your academic program?
(28)
(29)
(30)
with adviser
graduate faculty member
in Introduction to Home
Economics
with student adviser in
Introduction to Home
Economics
without help
Education of your family. Check the last grade completed for each member.
some high school or below
high school graduate
training beyond high school (vocational, etc.
some college (1,2 or 3 years)
junior college graduate
4-year college graduate
post graduate work - master's
post graduate work - doctorate
Was an emphasis placed on electives
in the project, to enrich your back-
ground for graduate study?
(14-1) yes
(14-2) no
Did you take advantage of electives
during your senior year to pursue
early graduate study?
(15-1) yes
(15-2)
_
_
no
From what areas did you choose your
electives?
(16) home economics
(17) arts and sciences
(18) agriculture
(19) architecture and design
(20) business adralnl:,; ra: ion
(21) education
(22) engineering
18. Were you encouraged to attend
another university for one semester
during your undergraduate career?
(33-1) yes
(33-2) no
19. Were you encouraged to attend another
university for graduate school?
(34-1) yes
(34-2) no
20. Would you have wanted to attend another
school for either undergraduate or
graduate school?
(35-1) yes
(35-2) no
21.
(36-1)
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Were you jw.in- of that part of the
project?
Would you like to see more or less
emphasis placed on attendance elsewhere
during undergraduate or graduate school?
(37-1) more
(37-2) less
(37-3) no preference
Have you taken any courses for graduate
credit since you earned your B.S.?
(38-1) yes
(38-2) no
number of hours
area of study
What is the highest edu
you have attained?
ational level
(39-1) B.S.
(39-2) dual bachelor's degree
(39-3) M.S. or M.A.
(39-4) Ph.D. or Ed.D.
(39-5) other
What factor
(
s) influenced you to join the
project?
(40) prestige
(41) honor
(42)
_
"looked good" on transcript
or resume
(43)
_
friends were in it
(44) encouragement by a faculty
member
(45) introductory meeting with
Deans Hoffman and Hoeflin
(46) encouragement by parents/
relative
(47) other
Did the project influence you to continue
toward graduate studies?
(48-1) yes
(48-2)
_
_
no
If you have obtained an advanced
degree(s), please name the institution
and degree(s).
Is your career related to your major
in college?
(57-1)
_ _
yes
(57-2) no
If working, are you satisfied with your
yes(58-1)
(58-2)
If employed, describe your job.
If married, what is your husband's
employment?
If the project did not influence you to
continue, and you have continued, what
factor (s) influenced your decision?
How is (was) your education financed?
37. What were
freshman?
your future goals as a
If you did not continue for an advanced
degree, what factor (s) influenced your
Describe.
decision?
(50) marriage
(51) family
(52) finances
(53) career
(54) other
What i3 the highest educational level you
have planned?
(55-1) B.S. or B.A.
(55-2) dual bachelor's degree
38. What were
Describe.
your future goals as a senior?
(55-3) M.S. or M.A.
(55-4) Ph.D. or Ed.D.
(55-5) other
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Did the Advanced Degrees Project affect those goals?
(65-1) yes
(65-2)
_
_
no
Have your goals changed since college
(66-1) yes
(66-2) no
How can the program be improved in the following areas?
(a) Responsiveness to the needs of the students.
(b) Personalization of the program to each student's individual needs.
(c) Requirements for joining or staying in the program-do they i
Do you have suggestions concerning counseling in the program? Describe.
Do you have any general suggestions for improvement of the program? List and describe
44. Additional i
Hay we have your area code and phone number to ask you additional suggestions COOC«1
Advanced Degrees Project? ( )
College of Home Economics
KanaM State University
- -
APPENDIX C
COMPUTER CODING CATEGORIES
FOR OPEN-END QUESTIONS
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COMPUTER CODING CATEGORIES
FOR OPEN-END QUESTIONS
Question #26 Did the project influence you to continue
toward graduate studies? How?
1. Started thinking toward graduate school, showed value
of graduate education, presented opportunities available,
influenced by contact with graduate faculty
2. Made graduate school obtainable goal, made person believe
he/she had the capacity to earn graduate degree
3. Was in the program too late to be of any help, influenced
without the program, no help at all
4. Reinforced graduate school idea, graduate study a previous
goal
Question #27 If the program did not influence you to con-
tinue, and you have continued, what factor (s)
influenced your decision?
1
.
Prior goal before the program, own initiative a factor
2. Found need for further education, i.e. required for
position, professional growth, a need to have current
information
3. Encouraged by faculty or adviser
4. Encouraged by family
5. Change in goals (in school or out on job), change in
career goals
6. Self-satisfaction
7. Availability of opportunity to continue
8. Other
Question #30 If you have obtained an advanced degree(s),
please name the institution and degree(s).
1. Kansas State University- master's
2. Other- master's
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3. Kansas State University- doctorate
4. Other- doctorate
Question #33 If you're not satisfied, what would you like
to do?
1. Different job, more challenging job, advancement, job
dissatisfaction
2. Desire further education
3. Marriage or family a factor before career
4. Would like a career more closely related to college
major
5. Other
Question #34 If employed, describe your job.
1. Dietitian, foods and nutrition, food service
2. Teaching- college
3. Teaching- public/vocational, pre-elementary
4. Interior design, clothing and textiles
5. Extension, adult education, continuing education
6. Consumer services, social work
7. Business, retailing, management, industry
8. Other
Question #35 Not coded.
Question #36 How is (was) your education financed?
1
.
Parents
2. Scholarships
3. Loans
4. Part-time employment (part-time, work-study, summer
jobs)
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5. Spouse
6. Assistantship and/or fellowship
7. Savings
8. Grants
9. Other
Question #37 What were your future goals as a freshman?
Describe.
1. Bachelor's degree
2. Become a home economics teacher
3. Marriage, family
4. Finish freshman year
5. Home economics related career
6. Career not related to home economics
7. A career, not sure
8. Graduate school
9. Other
Question #38 What were your future goals as a senior?
Describe.
1
.
Become a home economics teacher
2. Graduate school
3. Same as freshman goals
4. Find a job, be a professional in home economics
5. Obtain experience and then return to school
6. Combine career and marriage (family)
7. Marriage
8. Graduate
9. Expanded goals
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10. Other
Question #39 Did the Advanced Degrees Program affect those
goals? How?
1. Wish to continue career after family responsibilities
have been reduced
2. Influenced to continue immediately after obtaining
bachelor's degree, obtain advanced degree(s) rather than
stopping with a bachelor's degree, motivated thinking
toward graduate study
3. Helped formulate personal goals, career goals, options
4. Not in program long enough to help, did not affect goals
5. Other factors influenced, i.e. faculty, field experiences,
peers, already had graduate credit
6. Other
Question #40 Have your goals changed since college? How?
1. Have not changed, just postponed because of family,
location, etc.
2. Have become more broadened, professional, "set"
3. Realistic or changed after work experiences
4. Undecided because opportunity not available, location, etc.
5. Combine career and marriage
6. Less career oriented and more family oriented
7. Graduate school now in plans- want degree, have degree,
or working toward an advanced degree
8
.
Other
Question #41 a. How can the program be improved in terms
of responsiveness to the needs of the
students?
1. Faculty advisers who can be close and relate to students,
better counseling, advisers who are aware of graduate
school and the program, close contact and direction,
group and individual counseling
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2. A flexible program including transfer students and
returning students is needed
3. Develop graduate study plans or alternatives with
students, evaluate plans with students
4. Questionnaires or tests to determine interests
5. Continue to give a good explanation of the program,
emphasize financing an advanced degree
6. Group meetings, seminars, programs involving professional
home economists outside the academic area
7. Make students aware of the job market, be honest and
realistic about working conditions
8. Visibility, publicity, follow-up of members
9. Other
Question #41 b. Personalization of the program to each
student's individual needs.
1. Develop objectives, graduate study plans and goals
with members
2. Have information available concerning related fields,
options, and different universities for graduate study
3. Individual counseling with graduate adviser, contact
the students more than once a year
4. Career testing, practical experience, career counseling
5. A commitment from students and/or faculty
6. Determine needs, interests of members
7. Other
Question #41 c. Requirements for joining or staying in
the program- do they need to be changed?
1. No, requirements do not need to be changed
2. Do not remember requirements, unfamiliar
3. Include students who wish to be in the program, lower
requirements, students who do not have the necessary
academic standing may become motivated
4. Stress or raise standards because of grade inflation,
requirements too low, require active student partici-
pation, emphasize the honorary aspect of the program
5. Emphasize graduate study while an undergraduate, require
at least one graduate course while an undergraduate
6
.
Other
Question #42 Do you have suggestions concerning counseling
in the program? Describe.
1. Emphasize long-term goals, career planning
2. Use of upperclassmen and/or graduate students
3. Assign advisers to program members
4. Individual counseling, advisers readily available,
advisers aware of graduate study opportunities and the
Advanced Degrees Program
5. Group sessions with faculty and students
6. Thorough explanation of the program, publicize information
concerning fellowships, assistantships, other graduate
schools and programs available
7. Other
Question #43 Do you have any general suggestions for
improvement of the program? List and describe.
1. Do not remember much about the program, not really a
part of it
2. Add speakers outside the academic area, and include
graduate students as resource persons
3. Need communication, publicize the program, follow-up
and encouragement for members
4. Meetings, seminars, discussions more than once a year
5. Personal contact with other members, advisers, graduate
faculty
6. Emphasize work experience before starting graduate study
7. Program needs to be developed to include transfer and
returning students
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8. Stress awareness of the research aspect of graduate
study, possibly involve undergraduates with individual
projects or on-going research within the college
9. Other
Question #44 Additional comments.
Mot coded
.
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SELECTED STUDENT COMMENTS
CONCERNING THE ADVANCED DEGREES PROGRAM
Answers to Question 44 (additional comments) were
not compiled and analyzed with the other open-end questions.
Randomly selected responses to the question, not identi-
fying former members, are divided according to membership
year.
Edited Comments by 1964-66 Members
I have difficulty remembering some of the details of this
program. I felt great conflict as a senior because all my
advisers were single career women and I was not sure that
I could be a career woman and a homemaker
.
To be perfectly frank, I do not remember what things I did
in the Advanced Degrees Project very well. I do think this
project lets the student know and work more closely with
faculty members, who had a very positive influence on me.
I had not seriously considered graduate work until after I
joined the Advanced Degrees Project.
I was grateful to be in the program because it enabled me
to have more confidence in my self and my abilities. It was
the major influence on my decision to pursue my M.S. immedi-
ately after obtaining my 3.S.
I think the general exposure to M.S. or M. A. proarams is
aood . I have been impressed just hearing Dr. Hoffman and
Dr. Hoeflin give a good, inspiring talk.
The program was an eye-opener for me and gave me encourace-
ment to consider an advanced degree. The desire for an
advanced dearee gained from the program was lasting. Eefore
my current employment developed, I was seriously considering
pursuinci an advanced degree. Should my employment status
chance, I probably would consider graduate studies again.
Dean Hoffman's enthusiasm for education and home economics
had a areat personal impact for me. My mother accompanied
me to a luncheon for the students selected and this was quite
significant. . .
Realistic counseling for students is needed to determine
if an advanced degree is really necessary for the career
objectives. An advanced degree for a woman is really ur.nec-
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essary for her unless she plans to remain in the academic
world. For the business world, the only degree I would
consider is an MBA, but only if I could determine that it
would improve my employment opportunities. Otherwise, it
would not be worth the cost. . . .
Edited Comments by 1^7 3 Members
It seemed like the only contact received (or known about
)
was the annual tea.
I think the program could use some better objectives and a
better defined purpose. I still do not know how it was to
function. I do not think my adviser knew I was in the pro-
gram.
I felt the program was adequate for my goals at that time.
No one could have known how my life changed later, so I feel
that had I stayed at K-State or had gone to a city which had
a university which offered advanced degrees, I would have
continued my education immediately upon graduating with a
B.S.
The things I appreciated most about the program are the
following: 1. The program informed my family and included
them, and 2. I was exposed to more segments of home economics.
I was a transfer student, so some of the questions on this
questionnaire are hard to answer.
As a member of CUPID (Coordinated Undergraduate Program in
Dietetics), I had little time and free electives to use
towards a masters, especially since my entire senior year
was spent off campus. In this situation, I found the Advanced
Decrees Program of little value. In other fields, or even for
dietitians with interest in public health nutrition or man-
agement, I'm sure the program would be of value.
The program probably can best be improved by good, enthu-
siastic advisers, both gra'duate Advanced Degree Program
advisers and the undergraduate advisers.
I was not all that active in the project. I do not recall
that there were any activities or meetings to participate
in, except for the dinner or luncheon in the spring. I really
did not feel a part of it.
I don't think the program was meaningful for me. I received
lots of letters and written contact, but little ' person-to-
person' contact with program leaders or others in the cro-
aram.
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The luncheon was a classy way to introduce new members (and
parents) to the Dean, faculty, and the program, so I suggest
you do not delete luncheons completely. Gathering members
and faculty together occasionally (at least) for special
seminars could encourage the students and make them feel more
motivated
.
I believe the Advanced Degrees Program is very advantageous
in making above-average students aware of educational
advancement and what they might do with it. Also, the project
is very beneficial in helping students plan ahead.
Many students (such as myself) do not understand their needs
until they have worked in their profession for a couple of
years. One realizes how much there is to learn and how
exciting it is to learn when one knows how it can be applied.
I probably would not have had the determination to make it
thus far had it not been for the project. Graduate school
has helped me realize that learning is a continuous process
and I would have never known this fact had I only gone through
an undergraduate program.
I realize that it's a big college and it should have been
my initiative to look into the possibilities of graduate
credit. I guess I might suggest that an adviser be assigned
to each student. Contact the students, by mail or phone, to
assess interest and pass on information. Perhaps this
happened, but I don't remember. An interview with the adviser
would have been very helpful.
I didn't know study at other universities was encouraged
at the undergraduate level. I think it's important to
encourage young students to believe that they are capable
of getting advanced degrees. You may never know the total
value of this program because it may be years before the
participants fulfill any goals that they have made.
. . . The Advanced Degrees Program was only an honor and
a luncheon to me. Did I miss something that was already
developed at that time, or is it just now being changed?
Do more program work, i.e. guest speakers, etc. I was
thrilled when I was asked to join the program and my parents
made a 175 mile trip to be present for the day, so this was
very excitina. I do not remember hearinc much more about
the program, except after the first inital contact.
As the program is set up now, the student may be encouraced
to seek an advanced degree without really understanding the
implications of that step. Classes that stimulate creative,
theoretical thinking should be emphasized.
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I personally feel that I have gained a lot of practical on-
the-job knowledge that gives me a better perspective on my
career. I am currently giving some very serious thought
to returning to graduate school, as it is the only way for
me to advance much above where I am now.
I have very few vivid memories, if any, of the program.
Perhaps that in itself is a suggestion, more emphasis on the
entire project. Also, more exposure to what truly is entailed
when pursuing an advanced degree (e.g. thesis, non-thesis,
etc.) is needed. I pursued an advanced degree and am very
alad I did so, but it was really a last minute decision on
my part.
Overall, I think the program is a good one. It's a good
idea to get students interested when they're freshmen.
All that I can recall about the Advanced Degree Program was
the luncheon and picture taking. \'ow I'm wondering what I
missed. What is this Advanced Degrees Program, anyway?
Many times advisers and instructors have been away from the
job world for so long, they are not aware of the job sit-
uation. Please deal with students realistically.
What is the possibility of involving students already
pursuing advanced degrees? They could help to explain what
graduate school is really like and important decisions (or
corrections) they dealt with.
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COLLEGE OF HOME ECONOMICS
KANSAS STATE UNIVERSITY
Master's Degree Project
COLLEGE OF HOME ECONOMICS OFFF.RS
WOMEN A UNIQUE OPPORTUNITY
Reprinted from K-Stater, March 1965
Kansas State University, Manhattan
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Masters Degree Project
COl.I.KGi; OF MOM!- KCOXOMICS c)l I I KS
WOMEN a UNigUi: OPPORTUNITY
"\i/HAT OTHER UNIVERSITY b*i a froj/rtm like <*#•»"W
a>ked a new honu- cconomki freshman th.» »eme»ter. « hen
told the program is ihc only one of its kind in the U.S.. the pert
eoed eagerlv replied, "Soundi greet; I'll nit.unh thread the word."
And the word has been spreading among the coeds in the College
of Home Economici and throughout the campus. Over 30 wmen
are Currently enrolled in the program this year. V,th the excellent
reipnnse from current invitations, in .ideational 30 students should
be enrolled by the end of the year.
The plan, called the Home Economies Mutrr'. Degree Project,
began with a dream ... an ,dea that evolved as a result of the
realization that many capable young women just were not con-
tinuing their education. Although the demand for home economist!
vith advanced degrees has; incrc.ised at a startling rate, fewer
women are actually entering into advanced graduate work.
"The Matter's Degree Protect recogniirs that times hire changed
drattually," explains Dr. Doretta S. Holl.r.an. dean of ihc College
of Home Cernom.cj. "Young women r.eed to obtain at much
< J nation a\ foisiblc today, whether they work im mtdislely fol-
io* mf Completion of then- education Cr rot. Do \ou realize that
nth/ r./,/ of fen women will work o\ much e» 2i or JO yenri of
their Hies'" she a«k.. " U', brieve each yomng Ionian mtforiHg
in home economic* nredi to be acadc/r.icail y 0>:i prrfeinonally
picoaied to enter the labor market with a feeling of ernfidence and
oiimraiiec The Advanced Degree Pto\ec1 answers ihtt need." ahe
sayj
Rodent Beginning
In the jprmj; oi 1961, a number of omsund.ng students, w ho
Kid demonstrated their ability for advanced graduate work, were
l«loC*<d to participate 'in tlvr project for the first time. A printed
invitation waj sent to each girl which b«R>n, "You hive the honor
o^ being invrtcd to become a member of :he Horre Economics
Master* Degree Project *T Kanvis State University ."
Parents alio received invitaTiOna to attend jince they ire mo»t
interCKtd in iheir chilo'rtc'j fmurc c»recry. All were invred i\
$ut-s*3 a* a luntnton on Can-.pui to hear a bo<rr -tne nt* prtijeft
orsd
-the many opf>e,nur,*,ts offered in the fv M o* hjn< ^oronx]
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Out of 61 students invited, 3-f came to the luncheon, and 22
iijnfd an agreement -to porticipate In the project. Each w»j as-
Signed in advitcr, j member o^ the graduate f^cult^. Through
the coming years, the itudfiil and her advuer will work dosel/ in
planning -the remainder o^ lirr undergrarfuafr courses ^»nd her
pia^fr'i degree progrjm. As parr of hfr undc it raduate Curriculum,
special cmph.iM\ is placed on elective* to enrich hir background
and prepare her to move directly into iav>nccd jtudy g^ter p r^dua-
-tion. Under the progrjm, the advuer also serves a>s a conjurtont
as the .student .selects a major field of graduate study, consider^
the various universities cycling advjnceo degrees, and makes ap-
plication to the graduate school of her choice.
Through personal contact and counseling the program is de-
signed to encourage .students to continue -their education before
taking that first job or initiating family responsibilities.
Selection Procedures Rigid
•Srlfdion siaris with a faculty advisory committer reviewing
students' records. Girls arc selected on 3II levels, stCond semester
freshmen, sophomorri, juniors, and .seniors, providing -their groitS
are generally in -the upper 10 per cent of each clasJ-
"Th( unique portion of- -this progrjm in student guidance prob-
ably lies in Our identifying our potertial graduotr -Student; early
in lhei> college farcers.-' explains Dr. Ruth MoWlin, £.S.soc.atc
dean. "You kito*" in -today's competitive changing world, -the
bachelor's desire erf today is actually on Hie same level as a hifh
school di/uma uas yesterday, Vf ( -feci that it is vitilly important-
for our outstanding Women to seriously consider advanced degrees
OS Part of -their 4otal cdiicaiionai experience f^r future home eco-
nomics careers.''
Students are encouraged to »tte*vd inrther university to tarn
advanced degrees if they choose, Those vrrnen who decide on
remaining at Kansas $fiie ?rc encouraged to spend ^4 least one
5CjnC5Tcr or a .summer jej^ion at anotner university to broaden
their educational perspectives.
"The enthusiastic response of both parents and students at -this
yCJr's prc^ram and luncheon was most encouraging." remarked
Dean Hodman at the conclusion of the -seminar, "\K'c oil have
higti hopes that these young women uhojom us now will continue
on to graduate school and realize their life's ambitions in every
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Stimulus to Graduate Study
in Home Economics
Ruth Hoeilin and Doretta S. I Ioffman
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STIMULUS TO GRADUATE STUDY
IN HOME ECONOMICS
Runi Hoeflin and DonF.TTA S. Hoffman
Dr. Hoeflin i
Coll.e* of Hoi,
ALL LEADERS in the homo economics profession
are aware of the. overwhelming demands for addi-
tional personnel holding advanced degrees. All are
aware that far too many women of superior ability
do not continue their education. The College of
Home Economics at Kansas State University has
initiated an experimental approach to increase the
number of home economists with advanced degrees.
Outstanding students in the College with demon-
strated ability for advanced study were selected for
the honor of participating in the Master's Degree
Project. Their academic record indicated that they
had the potential to become excellent graduate
students.
Students invited were freshmen who had com-
pleted their first semester and had earned a 3.3
grade point average, sophomores 3.2, juniors 3.1,
and seniors 3.0. The grade "A" is equivalent to 4
points. A printed invitation sent to each girl began,
"You have the honor of being invited to become a
member of The Home Economics Master's Degree
Project." Each girl also received a brochure describ-
ing the objectives and plans of the project.
At the same time, parents received invitations
stating, "Your daughter l has the honor of being
invited to become a member of The Home Eco-
nomics Master's Degree Project." Both parents and
daughters were invited to be guests at a luncheon
and program to learn about the project before stu-
dents voluntarily made the decision to participate.
Parents were contacted because of their vital in-
terest in helping their children realize their full
potential. Most parents are not aware of the demand
lor home economists with advanced degrees, and
many are not aware that only one additional year
of study or the equivalent is required for a master's
1 This particular semester none of tlte men majoring in
the College of Home Economics had £racic point averages
to make him eligible.
46 / Journal of Home Economics
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degree. Parents usually finance all or part of the
undergraduate work and no doubt are willing to
assist for one more year. Even more important is
the continuous encouragement of parents to their
children as they prepare for their future.
STUDENTS WERE ENTHUSIASTIC
The students responded enthusiastically as indi-
cated by their comments and by their joining the
Project. In fact, one sophomore who had been in-
vited to participate in this new venture asked,
"What other university has a program like this?"
When told, "None as far as anyone knows," she
eagerly replied, "111 certainly spread the word."
Each student is assigned an adviser who is a
member of the graduate faculty and has been se-
lected to work with students participating in the
Project. Together the student and her adviser will
plan the remainder of the undergraduate program
and choose courses to enrich the student's back-
ground and prepare her to move directly into ad-
winced study, "lie faculty adviser serves as a con-
sultant when the student selects a major area for
graduate study, considers the various universities
offering advanced degrees in the chosen area, and
makes application to the graduate school of her
choice.
Each student has the opportunity to sciect the
university at which she wishes to earn an advanced
degree. Students who decide to study for their
master's degree at Kansas State University will be
encouraged to attend some other university during
a semester of the junior year or during a summer
session. Experiences gained in attending a different
university, in meeting new faculty members, and in
usinc diifercnt facilities can prove invaluable in the
total growth of the individual student.
One eager sophomore, even before the day of
the first program, came in to see what other uni-
versity she could attend in her junior year. She
had been to the registrar's office to read through
the various catalous as to offerings, costs, and aca-
demic programs. This aspect of the project appealed
to her.
The enthusiastic response of both parents and
Students at the program and luncheon and the <. n-
tinucd interest of the students who joined more
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than justified the investment required to create the
now venture. The initial undertaking seemed to he
an unqualified success.
This project began because of an idea—and re-
quired not one new course, not one new faculty
member, and not one new facility! The question is,
of course, how many of these young wom< n will
actually continue on to graduate school. The faculty
have high hopes that the results of the Home Eco-
nomics Master's Degree Project aC Kansas Slate
University will be a step forward in activating the
resolution of the American Home Economics Asso-
ciation to ". . . increase [the] number of home econ-
omists with advanced degrees."*
•Resolutions from the 1961 Annual Meeting: Need to
increase number of home economists with advanced decrees.
/. Horn* Econ. 56, No. 7 (Sept. 196-4), p. 523.
Vol. 58, No. 1 • January 1966 / 47
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How Will This Plan Work?
Each student in the Advanced Degree Program will receive
information about ineml>ers of the Craduatc Faculty who
have been selected to work with students participating in the
Program. The student may choose to meet with a particular
Graduate Facultv member to plan the remainder of his <.r
her undergraduate and advanced degree programs. As p irt
of a student's undergraduate curriculum, electives will be
chosen to enrich his or her background with preparation to
move directly into advanced study. The faculty mi
serve as a consultant to the student in « lecting a major field
for graduate studs, considering the various universities oi ror-
ing advanced degrees in the student's thosen field, and
applying to a graduate school.
Which University?
Each student will have an oppoitunitv to select the uni-
versity at which he or she wishes to eam an advanced degree.
Some will wish to work toward advanced degrees at Kansas
S'ate University—some will choose to attend other univer-
sities tor their graduate work. At K-State. mastei
an- elf, red m ill areas of itudy ivithin the Rcld <>f home
economics. Fwo different Doctor of Philosophy degrees arc
offered. One Ph.D. is in Foods and Nutrition, and the other
is a Ph.D. in Ho
mental basis by Clothing, Textiles and
Family and Child Development; Famil) Econi
Institutional Man
COLLEGE OF HOME ECONOMICS
KANSAS STATE UNIVERSITY
MANHATTAN. KANSAS
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Graduate study motivation and preparation have been
principal goals of the Advanced Degrees Program in the
College of Home Economics at Kansas State University since
the program was initiated in 1964 as the Master's Degree
Project. The title was changed to the Advanced Degrees
Program in 1973 to reflect the growing need for home econo-
mists with doctorates as well as master's degrees. The first
objective of this investigation was to examine the degree
to which the goals of the original program were accomplished,
which were to: (1) emphasize electives to enrich the stu-
dent's background for graduate study, (2) provide personal
contact and counseling, (3) encourage student members to
attend another university sometime during their undergraduate
career or for araduate school, and (4) increase the number
of home economists with advanced degrees. The second objec-
tive of the study wa? to compare attitude changes, coal
accomplishments, and suggestions for program improvement
based on student membership during 1964-66 or 1973.
Student members during the years studied were located
through alumni files and mailed a three page questionnaire.
The available population of 298 was reduced to 280 because of
inadequate replies, unusable replies, or former members could
not be reached through the mail. A 69.3% (\'=194) response
rate was achieved throuah the initial and follow-up mailings
of questionnaires. Closed response and open-end questions
wpre formulated to measure the objectives of the investigation
-2-
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and to collect background information about former partici-
pants .
Results for the total group revealed elective empha-
sis was perceived by approximately one-fourth of the respond-
ents. Exactly 50% were satisfied with the contact and coun-
seling provided. Under 10% of the members received encour-
agement to attend another school during their undergraduate
career, whereas 35.9% perceived encouragement to attend
Graduate school elsewhere. Over one-third of the participants
were influenced to continue toward graduate study by the
program, whereas 26.8% believed the program influenced their
college goals to include graduate work. Fifty-two former
members have earned advanced degrees, with five former mem-
bers holding doctoral degrees. Over one-half of the respond-
dents had taken graduate courses since earning their bachelor's
degree.
The two membership groups were compared by chi square
tests. Participants in 1973 had a greater number (p<0.01)
of elective hours than the early members because of curricu-
lum changes. A larger proportion of 1964-66 members were
encouraged to attend another school during their undergradu-
aoe career than 1973 members (p<0.05). Early participants
had a greater percentage holding advanced degrees compared to
later participants (p<0.001), because of the difference be-
tween the groups in time lapse since graduation. A comparison
between the 1964-66 and 197 3 groups showed the 197 3 group
had a smaller proportion (p<0.01) of members reporting college
-4-
qoal changes to include advanced study relative to the pro-
gram's influence.
Significant (p<0.05) differences also were exhibited
between members with and without advanced degrees. More
members with advanced degrees used elect ives to pursue gradu-
ate credit during their senior year than those holding only
bachelor's degrees (p<0.05). Former members holding advanced
degrees initiated contact more frequently with graduate ad-
visers than did those without advanced degrees (p<0.001).
The program influenced 51?o of those with advanced degrees
toward advanced training, compared to 21.7% of those holding
bachelor's degrees (p<O.Ol). A greater percentage of partici-
pants earning advanced degrees had graduate school as a col-
lege senior aoal than did members holding only bachelor's
dearees (p<0.01). Xearly the same proportion in both croups
started thinking about graduate study because of the procram '
s
influence
.
Recommer.dat ions for improving the effectiveness of
the proaram were delineated. The need for increased indi-
vidual contact and counseling was listed most often by former
members in four out of five areas of program improvement. A
future longitudinal investigation was recommended no tetter
ascertain the influence of the Advanced Degrees Program on
educational r:oals and attainments of 1973 members, by allowing
additional time since completion of the croup's underaraduate
careers.

